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ABSTRACT

HIGH T c  SU P E R C O N D U C T IV ITY

M . Zafer Gedik 
M . S. in Physics

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Salim Çıracı 
December, 1989

A critical summary of the recent developments in high temperature super
conductivity is given. Physical properties of the new materials are summarized. 
The new theories proposed to explain high Tc are reviewed. In the case of a 
special type anisotropic gap, the currents and conductivity for single particle 
tunneling in high Tc superconductor junctions are calculated. Tunneling is as
sumed to be specular. The position of the peak in the conductivity curve, is 
found to be determined by the shape of the Fermi surface. Two geometries 
are considered: tunneling paxallel and perpendicular to CuO  ̂ planes. The 
order of the peaks for these two configurations turns out to be opposite to 
experimental results. It is concluded that, conventional one band theory of 
superconductivity is not enough to explain observed tunneling spectra of high 
Tc superconductors.

Keywords: Superconductivity, anisotropic gap, high temperature supercon
ductivity, tunneling.
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ÖZET

Y Ü K S E K  T c  ÜSTÜİLETKENLİK

M . Zafer Gedik 
Fizik Yüksek Lisans 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Salim Çıracı 
Aralık, 1989

Yüksek sıcaklık üstüniletkenliğindeki son gelişmelerin bir tekrarı yapıldı. 
Yeni malzemelerin fiziksel özellikleri özetlendi. Yüksek Tc’yi açıklamak amacıyla 
ileri sürülen yeni teoriler anlatıldı. Özel bir yönser axalık durumunda, yüksek 
Tc üstüniletkenlerinden yapılan eklemlerde, tek parçacık tünellemesi için akım 
ve iletkenlik hesaplandı. Tünellemenin düzgün olduğu varsayıldı. İletkenlik 
eğrisindeki tepenin konumunun, Fermi yüzeyinin şekliyle belirlendiği bulundu. 
İki geometri göz önüne alındı; CuÖ2 düzlemlerine koşut ve dik tünelleme. 
Bu iki konum için bulunan tepe konumlarının sırasının, deneysel sonuçlara 
ters düştüğü görüldü. Tek kuşak üstüniletkenlik teorisinin, gözlenen tünelleme 
izgelerini açıklamaya yeterli olmadığı sonucuna varıldı.

Anahtar kelimeler : Üstüniletkenlik, yönser aralık, yüksek sıcaklık üstüni
letkenlik, tünelleme.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

A breakthrough in the field of superconductivity has taken place in the 
past three years. The critical temperature below which the material becomes 
superconductor has risen from 23 K  to 125 K. It had been already known 
that many metals, alloys and some semiconductors when cooled to extremely 
low temperatures as low as 20 K  transport electrical current with virtually 
no loss, but only in 1987 it became possible to obtain superconductivity with 
the use of inexpensive and easily available nitrogen rather than expensive 
and complex helium cooling systems. Interestingly, the materials causing 
this excitement were not metals but some oxides.

The liquefaction of helium by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes was the first step 
towards superconductivity. Upon cooling the resistance of a normal metal 
falls rather rapidly first and then levels off to a constant residual value which 
depends on the amount of the impurity present. In a series of experiments 
on electrical resistivity Onnes[l] observed that mercury deviates from this 
behavior and its resistance abruptly vanishes within a fraction of a degree 
change of temperature at 4.15 K. In 1913, Onnes received Nobel Prize in 
Physics for his investigations of the properties of matter at low tempera
tures. Since the discovery of this phenomenon in 1911, there has been great 
efforts both in the discovery of new superconductors and in the explana,tion 
of superconductivity.

A satisfactory microscopic theory of superconductivity was put forward in 
1957, 46 years after the discovery of superconductors, by John Bardeen, Leon
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Cooper and Robert Schrieifer[2] and they received the Nobel Prize in Physics 
in 1972. This theory was a result of a lot of work and effort preceding it. 
Gorter and Casimir[3] developed the thermodynamics of the superconduct
ing state. London brothers[4] and Pippard[5] studied the electromagnetic 
properties. Ginzburg and Landau[6] put forward a phenomenological the
ory which can be derived from the microscopic theory of Bardeen, Cooper 
and Schrieffer as shown by Gor’kov[7]. An important step was the discov
ery of superfluidity of helium, its frictionless flow through narrow slits and 
capillaries, in 1938. Physical properties of liquid phases of He^ and 
were completely different. Then the relation between Bose-Einstein conden
sation and superfluidity became clear. Electrons in a metal could produce a 
Bose system, for example by binding in pairs with zero spin. Implications 
of this idea had been studied by many researchers earlier, but a complete 
theory with an explanation of the pairing mechanism had not been found 
until 1957. Results of the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory have been red
erived by Bogoliubov[8] using a different method. Eliashberg[9] extended 
this theory based on the phonon pairing mechanism which was applicable 
to weak coupling superconductors in its original form , to strong coupling 
superconductivity by introducing retardation effects. With the discovery of 
high temperature superconductors initiated by Johannes Georg Bednorz and 
Karl Alex Miiller[10] a new field was opened in superconductivity. Apart 
from their technological importance, high temperature superconductors have 
raised some questions on the validity of the classical theories. Main reason 
for these suspicions was simply the fact that Tc was too high. Bednorz and 
Miiller shared 1987 Nobel Prize in Physics while thousands of physicists were 
studying in their laboratories to And new materials possibly with even higher 
critical temperatures and almost the same number of theoreticians were spec
ulating on the mechanism of superconductivity observed in these materials. 
High Tc materials justified the fact once more that: superconductivity is still 
one of the outstanding puzzles of physics.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Absence of resistance to flow of electricity is the most important property 
of superconductors for practical purposes. However there axe three main 
obstacles: smallness of the critical temperature and the critical current, and 
destruction of superconductivity under a strong magnetic fleld. The rise 
of the highest critical temperature Tc in years is presented in the following 
graph.
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Figure 1.1: Highest Tc versus time 

Materials having greater than 77.4 K can be cooled with nitrogen[ll].

Oxide superconductors have been known since 1964. After the pioneering 
discovery of (La,Ba)2Cu04 with Tc=Z5 K  by Bednorz and Muller the first 
nitrogen superconductor YBa2Cu3 0 j was found in 1987(12]. The importance 
of the discovery of yHaaCusOr is that it becomes superconducting above the 
boiling point of the nitrogen, T=77.4 K , under the normal pressure, and that 
is why we called it nitrogen superconductor.

In small scale applications of superconductors, tunneling is a very im
portant phenomenon. This technique was pioneered by Giaver[13j. Subse
quently, a very interesting manifestation of quantum mechanics was predicted 
by Josephson[14] for two superconductors which axe separated by a thin oxide 
layer. In 1973, Ivax Giaver and Brian D. Josephson received the Nobel Prize 
in Physics.

The existing commercial applications of superconducting magnets include:
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medical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), high energy physics, high field 
magnets for scientific applications and magnetic separation. Although the 
first superconductive MRI was constructed in 1980, it has already become the 
dominant market for superconductors. The strong magnetic fields needed in 
accelerators or in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments are created 
by superconducting coils. Nowadays, it is possible to separate minerals by 
magnetic field gradients for purification purposes.

There are also yet uncommercialized applications of superconducting mag
nets: fusion by magnetic confinement, motors and generators, energy stor
age systems, levitated trains-MAGLEV, magnetohydrodynamics, magnetic 
launchers, magnetic refrigeration, crystal growth and ships moving with the 
force between a magnet and electric current passing through the sea wa
ter. Superconducting transmission lines have the ability to carry significantly 
more current without power loss due to the resistance. Superconductors can 
also be used in construction of smaller and faster computers. Superconduct
ing Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) is the most sensitive detector 
of electromagnetic signals known. An antenna made of high temperature 
superconductor can be as small as 5% of the size required for conventional 
antenna. Superconducting optical switches have been produced. Radio waves 
with wavelength of the order of millimeter have been detected by Josephson 
junctions made oiYBaCuO  thin films. It is expected to double the available 
frequency range for communications. Probably a number of other application 
areas that we have not mention here will appear in the future.

This thesis is a brief review of the current status of superconductivity 
along with an application of conventional tunneling theory to high temper
ature superconductors. The second chapter contains the fundamental prop
erties of conventional superconductors and theories proposed to explain su
perconductivity. We review the high temperature superconductors with their 
common properties in the third chapter. The proposed mechanisms for high 
Tc are reviewed in the fourth chapter. In the fifth chapter we calculate the 
tunneling conductivities for a model of new materials. Finally in the sixth 
chapter we present our conclusions.



Chapter 2

CONVENTIONAL
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

2.1 Experimental Observations

Superconductors, as their name implies, conduct DC currents without 
any dissipation below a certain temperature Tc (Fig. 2.1). Resistive effects 
reappear in the microwave region. At T  =  0 JiT no absorption is observed until 
the critical frequency Wc, where fiojc =  3.5fcTc. This frequency corresponds to 
wavelengths of the order of 1 mm. Te is generally of the order of a few degree 
K , but it can be as large as 20 to 30 K. It should be noted that due the 
thermal fluctuations resistance may not be zero though it is extremely small 
below To, and there may also be a superconducting phase above the critical 
temperature. These fluctuations are reflected also in magnetic properties.

On the other hand superconductors are not perfect thermal conductors. 
Thermal conductivity in the superconducting S phase may be even smaller 
than that in the normal N  phase as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Another very important characteristics is perfect diamagnetism which is 
responsible for the fact that magnetic fields cannot penetrate into supercon
ducting material up to a temperature dependent characteristic distance A, the 
so called penetration depth. This is of the order of hundreds of angstroms. 
Repulsion of magnetic flux is known as Meissner effect. Using microwave
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Figure 2.1: Resistivity versus temperature for mercury 

This figure is taken from the original work of Onnes[l].

Figure 2.2: Thermal conductivity versus temperature for two cases 

(a) Mercury[15] (b)Lead-10% bismuth alloy[16]

techniques, changes in A =  A(T) can be measured accurately. It is difficult 
to devise a method which can determine the absolute value of A(T) precisely. 
In experiment one usually fits A(T) to a reference value which is obtained 
from theory. It is also possible to use superconducting quantum interference 
devices (SQUID’s) to measure penetration depth with a precision equal to
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that of microwave techniques.

If the magnetic field is very strong superconductivity may be destroyed 
(Fig. 2.3). As a result of this there is a critical current Jc for every material 
which creates the critical field He. Critical current is of the order of 10® to 
10® kfem^ at 0 K.

Figure 2.3: Critical field versus temperature

Ho, the value at which the curves intersect the perpendicular axis, changes from 10 
to 10®(j. The region in which the material is superconductor lies below the

curve[17].

According to their behavior in a magnetic field one distinguishes two 
types of superconductors: Type I and Type II. The previous graph showing 
the temperature dependence of the critical magnetic field is characteristic of 
a type I superconductor. For the so called type II superconductors there 
are two critical values for magnetic field. Between these two, magnetic flux 
can partially penetrate through the substance (Fig. 2.4). This state contains 
both superconducting and normal regions, vortices, and the sample is said 
to be in the mixed state or the vortex state. Since there are circulating 
currents around these normal regions and the direction of circulation is the 
same for all, two vortices repel each other. Below the so called lower critical 
field Hci, whose typical value is 500 G, the flux is excluded completely. If 
the applied field is increased from Hd, the number of vórtices increases and 
therefore they start to interact with each other. It turns out that lowest 
energy configuration for these vortices is a two dimensional triangular lattice. 
When the applied field exceeds the upper critical field Hc2 superconductivity



is destroyed. Upper critical field is generally a large value (~  at 0
K )  and that is why type II superconductors have wide areas of application. 
There is also another, critical field called Hcs- When the field exceeds Hc2 bulk 
superconductivity disappears but if the field is parallel to the surface of the 
material there is still a superconducting layer on the surface. This behavior 
continues up to Hcs- All critical fields decrease from their maximum value 
at 0 K  to zero H at Tc. In measurements, materials are of the shape of long 
cylinders and the magnetic field is parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

CHAPTER 2. CONVENTIONAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 8
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Figure 2.4: Type I (A) and type II (B,C,D) superconductors

Below the critical field (the lower critical field for type II) the magnetization is 
equal in magnitude to the applied field but it is in the opposite direction therefore 

the net field inside the superconductor is zero (After Livingston) [17].

Almost all superconductors have an energy gap Eg =  2A which is to be 
overcome to destroy the superconducting (S) phzise. Eg is normally in the 
range of But some materials which contain magnetic impurities
show superconductivity without an energy gap. When the concentration of 
magnetic impurities is increased the gap value is decreased till zero. This 
is the criticed impurity concentration after which superconductivity is not 
observed. Temperature dependence of energy gap is shown in Fig. 2.5. Below 
Tc we need a nonzero energy to destroy the superconducting state. As the 
temperature is increased from zero the superconducting gap decreases and 
finally vanishes at the critical temperature.

Existence of an energy gap in the excitation spectrum of a superconduc
tor was first proposed by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer in their theory.
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Figure 2.5: Temperature dependence of energy gap A

Weak coupling supercondcutors follow almost the same temperature dependence 
predicted by BCS theory (After Townsend and Sutton)[17].

Later this speculation was verified experimentally. A direct way of measur
ing the energy gap is electron tunneling method. In tunneling experiment not 
only the width of the gap, but also density of states in the superconducting 
phase can be measured. Consider a metal-insulator-metal junction. When 
the both metals are normal, the junction exhibits an ohmic behavior at low 
temperatures[18,19]. If one of the metals becomes superconductor, current- 
voltage characteristic changes (Fig. 2.6)[13]. In a superconductor, electrons 
axe paired, therefore, charge of the current carriers is 2e rather than e. Since 
there is a gap at the Fermi level in the superconducting phase, at absolute 
zero, i.e., in the absence of normal electrons, no current can flow through the 
junction unless the applied potential V exceeds Vc = Eg/2e =  A /e .

When both metals are superconducting we obtain a Josephson junction 
which not only shows fascinating results of quantum mechanics but also has 
wide range of applications. Superconductors therefore axe very interesting 
because the quantum mechanical effects axe observed at macroscopic scale. 
Flux quantization is one of these phenomena. Inside a superconductor the
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Figure 2.6: Tunneling current from a normal metal into a superconductor

With increasing temperature the curve approaches to normal state current-voltage
relation, i.e., Ohm’s law[20].

magnetic field is zero, therefore, the vector potential is of the form A =  V /  
where /  is a well- behaved arbitrary scalar field. By a gauge invariance argu
ment, namely by assuming that physically observable quantity, the absolute 
square of the wave function is independent of the choice of / ,  it is easy to 
show that the wave function is of the form

(1)
where

f ( r , t ) =  I df^’ A{f^,t) (2)

Assume that we want to find the wave function inside a superconductor by 
a knowledge of its value at the origin. X f )

We can calculate the value of ^  at r using either path! or path2)\l̂ \i we 
require that the electron wave function is single valued then

g-S^(/l+/2) =  1 =: e2irm

or

/ i  +  /2  =  jd f*  · A(r, t)

(3)

(4)
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Figure 2.7: Two possible paths to calculate the wave function

The value of the wave function at f  can be calculated if its value at fo is known. 
However different paths will give different values[21].

=  X A { P , t ) - s
L

L=
$
2Trhc 
------ n n =  0 ,± l ,± 2 ,. . . (5)

Here S is any surface bounded by pat hi and path2 . Thus flux is quan
tized. In fact this expectation has been verified by experiment with a slight 
modification, e is replaced with 2e. In other words current carriers are not 
electrons but electron pairs. As we may guess flux passing through the nor
mal regions of type II superconductors in the mixed state is also quantized. 
This explains why the number of vortices increases with the increasing mag
netic field. Because there is only one flux quantum in the normeil core of each 
vortex.

Since there is a gap in the electronic density of states, photons of energy 
less than the gap energy are not observed. For such photons the resistivity 
of the superconductor vanishes at absolute zero. At high frequencies resis
tivity approaches that of a normal metal because high energy photons cau^e 
transitions from S to N  state (Fig. 2.8).

Since two different phases can be associated with the normal and super
conducting state, there occurs a second order phase transition. This can be
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Figure 2.8: Surface resistance of a superconductor

This graph shows the difference of normal and superconductor surface resistances 
versus frequency of far infrared photons. There is a threshold at the gap edge 

(After Richards and Tinkham)[17].

seen from the variation of the electronic specific heat Ces with respect to the 
temperature (Fig. 2.9). Ce«, specific heat due to electrons in the supercon
ducting state, changes exponentially at low temperatures. Flatness of the 
curve as temperature goes to zero is a result of energy gap.

c,,.lyTr.

T i r

Figure 2.9: Electronic specific heat versus temperature

At the critical temperature Tc a discontinuity is observed. 7  is the constant in the 
normal specific heat relation Cen = 7 i ’[22].

The most important experimental clue for the role of phonons in super
conductivity is the isotope effect. It is observed that critical temperature
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varies with isotopic mass as

M°‘Tc =  constant (6)
This becomes clear in Fig. 2.10 which presents log-log plot of transition 
temperature versus average meiss number for separated isotopes of mercury.

Critical temperature of mercury is inversely proportional to square root of the mass
of the isotope[23].

Mechanical properties of material also change when it becomes supercon
ductor, but these changes axe very small in comparison to drastic changes 
in the electrical and thermal properties. Under pressure criticad temperature 
increases.

2.2 Ginzburg—Landau Theory

Basic electrodynamic properties of superconductors were well explained by F. 
London and H. London[4] starting with two basic equations. In the London 
theory, the density of superconducting electrons is assumed to be constant 
throughout the space and the basic equations are local, namely that they 
relate the electric and magnetic fields at a point to the value of current 
density at the same point. In 1953 Pippard[5] introduced the concept of 
coherence length while proposing a nonlocal generalization of the London 
theory. Pippard’s electrodynamics current density at a particular point is
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given in terms of an integral of the vector potential. The main contribution 
to this integral comes from those points whose distances to this particular 
point are less than the coherence length In fact  ̂ is a measure of the 
dimension of electron pair or the so called Cooper pair.

Ginzburg-Landau theory[6] is a generalization of the London theory to 
inhomogeneous situations. It is very difficult to handle spatially varying 
problems by microscopic theory which will be described in the next sec
tion. Ginzburg-Landau theory was given limited attention until 1959 when 
Gor’kov[7] showed that it was derivable from the microscopic theory as a 
special case. Initially it was applicable to problems near the transition tem
perature under the low magnetic fields, but later it has been extended to 
arbitrary temperatures and high fields. Ginzburg-Landau theory has also 
been improved to handle time-dependent phenomena.

Let the density of superconducting electrons at a point f  be given by 
where the order parameter is properly normalized. Near the

critical temperature is expected to be small, therefore, we can expand
the free energy density Fs in the S state as

Fs{<e,T) =  Fk +  +  i;8(r)|i|‘ (7)
Minimizing Fs with respect to ji'P  we obtain the equilibrium order parameter

to be
l* .P  = ßiT)· (8)

Free energy difference between normal phase N and superconducting phase 
S should be equal to the energy of the magnetic field

„  1 a(T) HHT)
(9)

(10)

We know that according to the London theory square of the penetration 
depth is inversely proportional to the density of S electrons, oc ^  then

A^(0) _  |^e(T)p _  g ( r )
A2(T) |i-E(0)|2 ß{T)

Therefore, by solving a{T)  and ß{T)  in terms of experimentally measurable 
quantities one obtains

H^{T) X^T)
4ir A2(0)

H^(T) X\T)
47t A4(0)

c,(T) =  

ß(T) =

(11)

(12)
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When i'(f3  is not uniform we add a gauge invariant term to the free 
energy. Thus

=  î 5 +  - - A W  (13)

where A is the external vector potential, e* is the charge of the particles 
forming the S phase. Minimizing the free energy with respect to i'* and A 
with appropriate boundary conditions we obtain four equations forming the 
basis of the Ginzburg-Landau theory

2m  ̂ c  ̂ 0Φ* =  0

27fie*h ...^ - τΛτ*\ 47re* ,̂ _ r* „ i t
-(Φ*νΦ -  ΦνΦ*) +  —3 ~|Φ| A =  ^  Ame mc^

V ’ A =  0

n - ( - i n V ------Α)Φ =  0c

(14)

(15)

(16) 

(17)

In this equation n is the unit vector normal to boundary separating S and 
N  pheises. Defining the following parameters

2e*2
«2 =

-Λο —

____772\4

me*
4πβ*Φ?

(18)

(19)

we see that there are three quantities k , A, Ho to be determined. However, 
since we know that e* =  2e, only two of them are independent.

2.3 Microscopic Theory

Although superconductivity was discovered in 1911, a successful theory 
has been proposed 46 year later by J.Bardeen, L.N.Cooper and J.R.Schrieffer[2]. 
Until that time many phenomenological theories some of which we mentioned 
above had been proposed[24]. Theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer is 
very successful in describing physical properties of weak superconductors in 
which strength of the electron-phonon interaction is small. For example, one 
can very well explain the superconductivity of aluminum within this formal
ism. In 1960 Eliashberg[9] improved this theory by extending to cover strong 
electron-phonon coupling (as in the case of Pb) and to handle retardation 
effects.
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2.3.1 Weak Coupling Theory

The basic hypothesis of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory is that 
in the superconducting state electrons occupying k and —k states are paired 
through lattice vibrations and when an electron is scattered from k to k', 
its partner —k is simultaneously scattered to —P. Therefore, either both k 
and —k are occupied or they axe simultaneously empty. This is the second 
important property of the superconducting state in addition to the presence of 
an attractive interaction between the electrons. In a normal metal scattering 
of different electrons via phonons, impurities, etc., are independent of each 
other and that is why there is a finite resistance to the electric current. In 
the supercoriducting state since partners are scattered in an opposite way we 
end up with a new pair and thus Ek is conserved. BCS groimd state is the 
superposition of all such pair states. In that case electrons are said to move 
coherently. Scattering interactions do not destroy the center of mass motion 
of the pairs.

In what follows we axe going to examine a general attractive interaction 
(Cooper problem) first. Then we are going to construct the BCS wave func
tion which is lower in energy than normal Fermi liquid and satisfies coherent 
the motion hypothesis. Finally, using this wave function we axe going to 
explain some experimental observations such as the isotope effect [25].

Let us consider a noninteracting electron gas or nearly free electrons in 
Bloch form. In the ground state, electrons fill a sphere of radius kp in k- 
space. If we add two more electrons to the system we obtain a larger sphere. 
In the presence of an attractive interaction between these two electrons it can 
be shown that filled Fermi sea is unstable.

For an isotropic system we expect that for all pairs included, the total 
momentum is zero. In fact as can be seen from Fig. 2.11, the {k, —k) coupling 
rather than a pair with nonzero center of mass momentum maximizes the 
density of states N(E)  to which pairs can scatter into, and at the end of 
our calculations we are going to show that energy is lowered with increasing 
N{E).
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Figure 2.11: A two dimensional picture of k-space.

It has been found that the electrons paired by phonons are essentially those in a 
thin shell at the Fermi surface. Consider a pair of electrons initially occupying the 
states ki and ¿2· The only region in which they can scatter into by conserving the 
total momentum is the shaded area. This area is a function of the momentum K 

and it is sharply peaked at the zero momentum[26].

If the total spin is also zero as expected for isotropic interaction we con
sider the following trial wave function for the ground state

|i,> =  a(i)c|,ctj,|0 >
kyk>kp

(20)

where |0 > is the Fermi sea of particles, i.e., the wave function for the 
Fermions already existing there before the creation of pairs, kp is the Fermi 
momentum. a(k) is found from energy minimization. Electrons can be scat
tered through an interaction, phonons in our case. This process can be shown 
by a diagram as in Fig. 2.12.

The Hamiltonian is given by

H = Y, E (k)clc_¡, +  E  V„,c| .t (21)

kycr k,k'
emd the energy is

£ = < * ,| i r | 4 ',> = 2 _ E  K i ) l " +  _ E  (22)
kyky>kp kjk';kyk̂ >kp
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Figure 2.12: Coupling of electrons via phonon exchange

Time flows in the upward direction. In the superconducting state ki = —¿2 
therefore after the interaction they have still opposite momenta[26].

Normalization of | î >

< > =  ^  |a(fc)p =  1
kfk>kp

is a constraint. Hence energy minimum is obtained when

P,k̂ >kp

(23)

(24)

Determination of a(fc)’s is still very complicated. In some special cases an 
approximate solution can be found, however. Let us assume that V^p is a 
constaiit=—V{withV > 0), when both k and P  are within the shell bounded 
by Ep and Ep +  Hu}d , and zero otherwise. In fact for weak coupling it can be 
shown that this is a good approximation. Here Iuod is only a cutoff energy 
for phonon mechanism and ujd is nothing but the Debye frequency as we are 
going to see below. Then

(2£ j - i ; M i )  =  v  5 :  a(k-)
k',k*>kp

and

a(jfc) = k',k'>kp a(k')
- E  +  2E{k')

Substituting this into the previous equation we find that

l = v  T  ------

(25)

(26)

(27)
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by going from summation to the integral over energy  ̂we enter N(^)

N {()r= V
Jo

(28)
2( - E

where N(^) is the density of Bloch states of one spin with  ̂measured relative 
to Ep- For Tuvd <C E, assuming that the density of states is constant and 
equal to the value at the Fermi level we obtain

~  N{Q)V f  
Jo

or
E

2( - E  

2 Tiu)d

di

1 _  e2/VAT(0)

Weak interaction, VN{G) <C 1, implies that

(29)

(30)

(31)

It means that there is a bound state which is lower in energy than the Fermi 
sea. In other words the Fermi sea is unstable and any perturbation from this 
state will bring the system to the bound state of lower energy. We note that 
increasing iV(0) lowers the energy of the system. That is why we chose the 
center of mass momentum of pair to be zero. This analysis was first done by 
Cooper. Next question to be answered is what the origin of the attractive 
interaction is. We know that the bare Coulomb interaction V{f^ = fAireor 
gives positive matrix elements, i.e., repulsive interaction

V ( k -  P) =  V {^  =  i  /  V(r)e'^·^^'

=  4 Î Ï ?

where we have chosen the normalization volume Î2 to be unity. If we introduce 
the screening effects of electrons via dielectric function e(^,w) the interaction 
is still repulsive though the divergence at ç =  0 is removed. In the Thomas- 
Fermi approximation e =  eo(l +  where the screening length l/ka is of
the order of 1 Â

V(q) =
47rê

(33)
q̂  +  k r

Attractive interaction comes into the picture only if we take the motion of 
ion cores, which are positively charged, into account. Depending upon the 
material parameters and temperature it may happen that electrons are over
screened by cores, i.e., electron attracts ions toward itself so that net charge
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of the electron plus surrounding ions system becomes positive. In that case 
a second electron sees a positive charge on the first one and two electrons 
attract each other. Using a simple jellium model in which electrons and ions 
are approximated by negative and positive fluids respectively, it is possible 
to show that [27]

n ? . " )  = +4ireo(q‘̂  +  k )̂ 47reo(9̂  A k]) -  ojV
(34)

To obtain this result we consider an interaction of the form
^2

V{q,ui) (35)

The dielectric function e.{q,u) can be found by a semiclassical calculation. 
Consider the Poisson’s equation

v v  = (36)

where pt is the total charge density which includes the screening response of 
ionic and electronic charges p, aind the perturbing charge Sp. Therefore

and

Pi = {P, + <i)e'W'>-"·,

if =

(37)

(38)

If we substitute these two equations into the Poisson’s equation we obtain

Ps + P̂iPg = eq̂ (39)

The dielectric function e(q, u>) is defined by

Sp
(40)

Thus comparing the last two equations we And an expression for e{q,u) in 
terms of charge densities

e ( 5 , u . ) = - ^ ·  (41)Pa + op
In this calculation we are going to model the electrons and ions by continuous 
charged fluids. As a result of this approximation only longitudinal oscilla
tions can be considered. Since their masses are small, electrons respond to an 
external disturbance almost instantaneously. Therefore the Thomas-Fermi
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approximation can be used to analyze the screening effects of electrons [17]. 
According to this approximation the potential associated with a charge dis
turbance pe is given by

V =  (42)3ne2 ’
where Ep is the Fermi energy and n is the equilibrium electron density. Using 
this eind Poisson’s equation we can eliminate the potential and find a relation 
involving charge densities

(43)

where =  Z^nj^tQEp .

We have to find an analogous relation for the ions. Motion of the ions 
can be treated by Newton’s equation of motion

 ̂,dv; „  ^ 
M —  = ZeE at (44)

Here M  and Ze are the mass and charge of the ions, respectively, and E is the 
electric field. The left hand side can be related to ionic charge density p,· by 
using the definition of the current density 7,· and the equation of continuity

dpi
dt -H V · J.· =  0. (45)

The right hand side can be rewritten in terms of the potential (p . The result 
is

d^p Ze^n
v V · (46)dP M

Again assuming the same time and wave number dependence and using Pois
son’s equation we obtain

,2<jj.
Pi — ~t (Ps +  ^p)·LO (47)

Here Wp,· =  Ze^n/Mco is the plasma frequency. Finally substituting this 
equation and its electronic analog into Eqn. 41 one finds

e(q,u;) =  eo---------- ----------------u>̂ q2 (48)

Uf̂  2
when then e(q,u) vanishes. In fact this is the natural fre
quency of ions. Rewriting e(q,ia) using o;| and inserting into = ê /4Treq̂  
we obtain Eqn. 34. Thus for uj < we get an attractive interaction.
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Although this is a very simple model, it is still helpful in showing that a 
net attractive interaction between electrons is possible if there are positively 
charged cores. It is an interesting fact that while lattice vibrations or phonons 
cause resistance in normal metals, they are the mediator of electron-electron 
interaction which results in superconductivity. The importance of electron- 
phonon interaction in superconductivity was first proposed by Fr6chlich[28] 
in 1950. Isotope eifect[29,30] was the first experimental confirmation of his 
argument.

So fax we know that Fermi sea is not the ground state. This statement 
is true for any kind of pairing mechanism whether phonon or not. When 
the attractive interaction is turned on electrons are attracted pair by pair. 
At the end we expect that Fermi sea undergoes a change to reach a new 
and stable state. Following Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer we are going to 
construct such a wave function that it is going to satisfy the second important 
characteristics, i.e. coherent motion. Next we find the best of such wave 
functions by minimizing the energy. The energy we have to minimize is 
Helmholtz free energy but at T =  0 K  it is the same as the expectation value 
of the Hamiltonian. This approach, the variational calculation method, was 
used in the original BCS paper. After a brief review of this study we are going 
to introduce another method, a canonical transformation approach, due to 
Bogoliubov[8,31] which is more appropriate to handle excitations. It is also 
a self-consistent field method.

First let us introduce pair operators

i»i =  cl c -̂. k k] -ki

H ~ -̂kiH\ (49)

Then

kfk<kp kyk>kp kjk'
where is measured from the Fermi level. According to BCS theory, the 
ground state is of the form

yilBCS > =  > (51)

In other words |^bc5 > is composed of electron pairs. The probability for 
occupation of a k, —k state is while the probability for this state to be
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empty is The ground state energy, relative to the energy of the normal
ground state, is given by

Ebcs =  < ^BCs\H\^Bcs >

kfk>kp kjk<kp k̂k*

Minimizing with respect to Ujj we get

u | - V l  ^ ----- ) (53)

where

P
(64)

Defining E  ̂by
(56)

we obtain

” t =  5 ( 1  -  E¡̂ ■ (56)

We could get the 
shall see.

same result by making a canonical transformation as we

The energy gap parameter Ajj satisfies the equation

A - -  -  V  y- -^^k,k'2E.,k> k'
(57)

Assuming

=  if lisU fel <
1 0 otherwise

we obtain

s  =  V 'A ^ T e (58)

Replacing the sum by integral and making the approximation N{^) ~ N(0)
we get

2 r̂ <̂D
N(0)V J-hu>nx/A^+e

(59)

or
A  =

hiOB
sinh

For weaic coupling, N(0)V  ■< 1

(60)

(61)
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We can calculate the difference of the energies of the superconducting and 
normal states, the so called condensation energy. First the difference of the 
kinetic energies is

2 E  +  2 E  «iOf (62)
kfkKkp k,k>kp

which can be written as

(63)

Similarly, the difference of potential energies is given by — A^/F. Finally, we 
find the condensation energy as

A ^ (64)

Until now we obtained the ground state, i.e., T =  0 solution. Since there 
are thermal vibrations in the solid, this state can be excited. We can write 
the first excited state in the following way. Let us assume that instead of Îcq, 
—ko pair we have single electron of spin up in ko,

I* > = 4 ,  i K “ ï + ' ’iE4)io> (65)
k̂ ko

From <  > defined above we see that deleting the pair state ko, —ko
the energy of the interacting pair is increased by

-  2 ^ 4 -  2 [ E  Vf^f,upvp]ui^vi^ (66)
k>

If we add the single particle energy of the added electron, the total exci
tation energy is given by

f ï . ( l - 2 ' ’|,) +  2A f.«j5,vj, (67)

or

E p , - E o = ^  +  ^  =  Ef  ̂ (68)
/tq 0̂

Therefore has a well-defined meaning (Fig. 2.13). The energy gap for 
finite temperature is again given by

P

but

2E;
k>

/jc'T
k'

k'l>

m

(70)
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Figure 2.13: Excitation spectrum for BCS ground state

The upper plot shows the probability of occupation of states, the lower one is the 
energy spectrum. is the energy of a single electron when it is excited from the

ground state by breaking of the pair k o , —fc o [2 6 ].

where is the expectation value of the quasi-particle occupation number. 
Since these particles axe fermions is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

1
fL· ~ (71)exp(^Ej) +  l

This result can be obtained more rigorously by minimizing the free energy. 
Then

ko k,ko 2 E r  2
k ^

Taking Vj in the approximate form

1  ^  dj ^ 7 ^ 2  +  A 2(0)
0)^  Jo ^^2 +  a 2(0) 2 V  ̂  ̂ ^N{0)V

(72)

(73)

In the weak coupling case, N(0)V  C  1, remembering that ^ =  l/ksT {ks is 
the Boltzmann constant) we obtain the following expression for the critical
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temperature

or from

we have

ksTc =

A(0) =

2A(0) =  3.52¿bTc

(74)

(75)

(76)

This relation is a test for validity of the theory. It has been verified for many 
simple metals experimentally.

As we see within the simplifications of BCS theory, phonons enter to mea
surable quantities only via the Debye frequency u>d . Through this dependence 
BCS predicts the isotope effect correctly for simple metals

Tc cc a  M-'>^ (77)

The reason for anomalies observed especially in transition metals is due 
to the breakdown of the two main approximations in the BCS theory

• is an Einstein frequency, exponent in the Tc expression (strength of 
the electron phonon coupling) is independent of the phonon spectrum.

• There axe no Coulomb effects, i.e., correlation interactions are neglected.

Thus the absence of isotope effect does not reject an electron phonon 
coupling mechanism while its presence is a sign for contribution of phonons 
to superconductivity.

Next, we describe the canonical transformation method. In a normal 
metal the average <  > is zero since phases axe random. But for the
superconductor we know that the Bloch states k and —k are both occupied 
or they are both empty. In that case = <  > is not zero. Then we
can write

h ) (78)
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We have a large macroscopic system in equilibrium. Thus we expect that 
quantities like fluctuate only in very small amounts around their av
erage. This fact allows us to meike a simplification; in our calculations we 
neglect the terms quadratic in the expression in parentheses. Thus the Hamil
tonian becomes

kj<7 kjP
We define

^ic~  ^ ^ (^0)
P

which is analogous to the gap parameter in the BCS theory. Then

ky<7 k

After this step we apply a canonical transformation which is widely used in 
problems in which the Hamiltonian contains mixed terms. Our aim is to elim
inate these mixed terms and obtain a Hamiltonian which contains constants 
and terms proportional to occupation numbers, i.e., ata. The transformation 
is

=  Î'Tko + ^aititi
.t

“-ifi =  -^ iτгo +  «π¿^ (82)

where and are complex numbers with |ujgp +  jujjP =  1. We can eas
ily see that the new operators are also Fermi operators by evaluating the 
anticommutation relations.

Now we rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of these new operators and 
eliminate the mixed terms by choosing and vĵ  properly.

H = -  l̂ iin(Tio7jfeo + 7 |i7 ifi) +  2|vjfp +
it

2447jfi7r^ +  +

+  ^|«^i)(7lo7ifo +  7|i7ii “  1 ) +
k

-  a |u| +  (a |u| -  +  A j4 ] (83)
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We have to eliminate TjfiTjfo coefficients of these two terms
vanish when

=  0 (84)

which implies, along with the condition, |û p +  =  1

(86)

We see that the variational calculation and canonical transformation give the 
same answer.

Now the Hamiltonian is in the diagonal form and excitation energies 
be easily found

^  -^H  +  ^ ¿ 4 )  +  Ç
k k

where

can

(86)

Et =  (8^)

Thus we obtain the full spectrum at once. The first term is the condensation 
energy. The quasi particles created by 7 |’s are often called Bogoliubons. The 
self consistency relation, in terms of the new operators, becomes

(88)

For the calculations at finite temperatures we note the fact that Bogoliubons 
obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics, therefore

< 1 “  4'o^Po +  TpiTitu > =  1 - exp PEt + 1

The gap equation, which is now temperature dependent, is given by

№A . - = - Ç % , ^ t a n h ^ | î

With the BCS approximation V̂ ĵ , =  — F, we obtain

(89)

(90)

1 1 ^  tanh /3Ea/2
V ~ 2 ^  Et

k ^

(91)
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From this equation the temperature dependence of the gap can be found 
numerically. This result is a very important test of BCS theory since it is 
possible to obtain temperature dependence of the energy gap by electron 
tunneling experiments.

We can also find the thermodynamic quantities by calculating the entropy 
from

S =  - 2kB E((l -  ft)  In(l -  h )  +  fc  In /f l  (92)
%

For example by calculating the specific heat we can obtain one of the 
magic numbers of BCS

A C
Cn

=  1.43 (93)

where Cn is the electronic specific heat in the normal state and AC =  
Cs{Tc) — Cn (Tc) is the discontinuity at the critical temperature.

Another quantity which is directly observable in tunneling experiments is 
the density of states. We can find this function by a simple argument. We 
can count the electrons either by quasi particle operators 'yj. or directly by 

c|’s. Since both methods should give the same result we have

Ns{E)dE =  NNiOd^ (94)

where Nn and Ns are the densities of states in the normal and superconduct
ing states respectively and  ̂ is the energy of Bloch states. If the density of 
states in the normal state is a smooth function at the Fermi level we can as
sume Nn( 0  — -^(0) since superconductivity involves only a shell of thickness 
of which is four orders of magnitude smaller than the Fermi energy. In 
fact we used this approximation in the BCS czilculations. Thus

Ns(E) _  [ T ife ; B > A  
N{0) I  0 E < A

Figure 2.14 shows the plot of this function. Since the gap is very small in 
comparison to Fermi energy, band structure effects axe negligible.

By generalizing the Bogoliubov treinsformation it is also possible to handle 
spatial variations in inhomogeneous superconductors. In that case one uses

^ (^ î)  =  Z)[7nîU„(r) -
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E/A

Figure 2.14: Density of states in the superconducting phase

The vertical axis has been normalized with the normal state density of states. Note 
the square root singularity at the gap edge[32].

^ (^ i )  =  S[7niiin (0 +  7lT<(0]
n

where ^ t ’s create position eigenstates.

(95)

2.3.2 Strong Coupling Theory

When the electron-phonon coupling is strong BCS theory does not give an 
accurate description of superconducting properties. In such a case, when 
solving the gap equation, we should not only include attractive phonon in
teraction but also the repulsive screened Coulomb interaction. This has been 
first done by Eliashberg.

We are not going to derive Eliashberg equations whose mathematical 
structure is much more complicated due to strong coupling nature of the 
problem. The result is a frequency dependent gap equation

1  A'
\ I (Ej'Re[—7 ]

 ̂  ̂ Z { uj) J ao V w ' 2 -
/•oo 1 1

X J du}oa' {̂uo)F{uo) { -——  -------^ + ~ -------TJaq (jJ “1-^4" ^0 — — ^ 4 “
a* , r, r A ' ,

Z ( ^  Lo Va;'2 _  A '2^

4" 4" ¿4̂0 4 “ u)q — iS
)

(96)
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where phonon mass renormalization parameter Z is given by

[1 -  Z (.)]  =  j y R e l ^ ^ ]
yoo J

X  /  du}oa^ (iO o)F (uo ) ( — — —  ---------------- +  — -----------;—
Jo to' +  +  Ct̂o — oj' — + OJq — to

and the electron phonon coupling parameter ( replacing the parameter u =  
N (0)V  in the BCS theory) is defined by

a^(u ;o)E M  =  d̂ P E  \9vp·- <̂ P (98)

Here Ao is the gap at the gap edge, gppî  is electron phonon coupling, 
is the energy of the virtual dressed phonon, «  is phonon polarization index, 
vp is the Fermi velocity, Sp is the Fermi surface, and F((x>o) is the phonon 
density of states

(99)F(u}q) =  E  /  ~

There is always a repulsion between electrons, although it is screened, /x* 
is a measure of Coulomb repulsion which is neglected in the BCS theory. We 
may define a dimensionless measure p of the Coulomb interaction analogous 
to 1/, and say u — p replaces u in the BCS theory. However, here we have 
to carry out a renormalization procedure first done by Bogoliubov[33]. The 
problem is that while the Coulomb interaction propagates at the speed of 
light (or Fermi velocity for screened interaction), phonon interaction is not 
faster than sound. Thus Bogoliubov showed that p should be replaced by p* 
where

p* ~
1  +  pln(Ep/%u>D)

In this way we obtain an equivalent instantaneous interaction.

(100)



Chapter 3

HIGH TEMPERATURE  
SUPERCONDUCTORS

Superconductivity was first observed in metals. In 1964 Cohen proposed 
that semiconducting type materials can also become super conductor [34]. This 
prediction was confirmed by the observation of superconductivity in the p - 
type GeTe[35]. NhO and TiO were the first superconducting oxides (Ta
ble 3.1). In these materials metallic properties survive in spite of the intro
duction of oxygen. For the other materials since the interaction among the 
metal atoms is too wealc metallic properties axe lost, e.g., they are not good 
conductors above the superconducting transition temperature Tc. SrTiOz is 
the first perovskite superconductor. Perovskites are cubic compounds of the 
form A B O 3 where A and B are cations. While A atoms sit on the corners of 
the cube, R ’s axe located at the center.

The breakthrough in the superconductivity came with the discovery of 
copper oxides. Bednorz and Müller chose the transition metal oxides since 
these materials exhibit polaxonic effects indicating strong electron phonon 
interaction.

In this chapter we are going to review the physical properties of the new 
superconductors and make some remarks on their common properties.

32
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Compound Tc Date discovered
TiO,NbO 1 K 1964
SrTiOz-x 0.7 K 1964
Bronzes
A^WOz 6 K 1965
AxMoOz 4 K 1969
AxReOz 4 K 1969

AgrOsX 1 K 1966
LÍTÍ2O4 13 K 1974
Ba(Pb, Bi)Oz 13 K 1975
(La, Ba)2CuO^ 35 K 1986
Y Bü2CuzOj 95 K 1987
BilSr/Cu/O 22 K 1987
BilSrJCalCulO 90 K 1987
TllBalCalCulO 122 K 1988
K jB alB ilO 30 K 1988
NdlCelCujO 24 K 1989
PblSvlY¡CulO 70 K 1988

Table 3.1: Oxide superconductors

Adapted from [11]

3.1 B a /P b /B i/O

BaPhi-xBixOz system is a perovskite superconductor over the range 
x=0.0-0.30. The critical temperature increases when the Bi content is in
creased and it reaches a maximum of 13 JiT for x=0.27. Further doping with 
Bi results in a superconductor to semiconductor trzinsition at a:=0.30.

According to crystallographic measurements the unit cell is orthorhom
bic with a =  4 .343A, b =  4.358A, and c =  4.333A[37j. BaPhOz has also a 
perovskite structure with an orthorhombic cell of dimensions a =  6.024 A, 
h =  6.065 A, c =  8.506 A[38]. Due to the overlapping empty Pb — 6s and 
filled 0  — 2p bands BaPbOz shows metallic properties. Semiconducting char
acter of BaBiOz is not obvious since we expect that odd number of valence 
electrons causes metallic properties. However, it has been found that the
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Figure 3.1: Perovskite structure 

This figure is taken from reference [36].

Figure 3.2: Phase diagram of BaPbi^xBixOs

Alternating valence of Bi causes the transition from metallic to semiconducting
phase[llj.

crystal structure is monoclinic with ^ =  90.2 and neutron diffraction experi
ments indicate that there are two types of Bi in BaBiOz[^^]· These different 
sites have been identified as Bî "̂  and Bî ' .̂ Octahedra containing Bî '̂  and
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are expanded and compressed by 7% respectively and they are tilted 
by 10° relative to (110) axis . Each octahedra contain an even number of 
electrons and this configuration is consistent with the semiconducting char
acter of BaBiOz· The disproportionation ■(— > Bî '̂  -|- Bi’̂ '̂  does not
imply that the real charges on Bi atoms are 3-|- or 5-f. Due to the covalent 
nature of the bonds charges are much reduced. Muon experiments show that 
BaBiOz is not an antiferromagnet. This result implies that Bî '̂  is not the 
correct configuration.

There are several experiments indicating that strong coupling of electrons 
to soft phonons plays an essential role in the high critical temperature of 
BaPhx-xBixOz· In tunneling experiments a strong phonon structure has 
been observed[40]. On the other hand infrared measurements show that for 
polycrystalline samples the gap ratio 2A/kTc is about 3.2 which is consistent 
with the weak coupling BCS value 3.5[41]. It has been measured that the 
penetration depth in BaPbi-xBixOz is about 5000 Aand the coherence length 
is less than 100 A [40].

The electronic structure calculations show that the conduction band is 
made of a-antibonding combinations of O — 2p and Bi(Pb) — 6s orbitals[42). 
The LAPW energy bands can be well approximated by simple tight binding 
models. The models involving three parameters with Eg, =  —4 .1 eV,E2p =  
—l.QeVi Vspa =  2.2eV and five parameters which has additional entries Ê p — 
3.5eF, Vppa =  2.7eV and =  —̂ Vpptr are also shown in Fig. 3.3.

The band is filled rigidly with increasing x. Strong coupling of conduc
tion electrons to the lattice vibrations associated with the O bond stretching 
displacements leads to a commensurate charge density wave (CDW)[39j.

3.2 L a /B a /C u /O

LaBaCuO is the first high Tc superconductor[10j. It has been shown 
that the phase responsible for bulk superconductivity with Tc =  35/iT'is 
La2-xBaxCu04 with x=  0.15(43]. At high temperatures La2-xMxCuOi-y 
(so called 2-1-4) compound exhibits a body centered tetragonal lA/mmm 
K 2NiF4 structure[44]. Here M  can be Ba,Sr or Ca.
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Figure 3.3: Band structure of BaPhi-xBixOz

Simple tight-binding models with three (dotted lines) and five (dashed lines)
parameters are also shown[42].

In this perovskite type structure, the Cu atoms lie in planes and are 
octahedrally coordinated by oxygen atoms, while La atoms are approximately 
ninefold coordinated. Cu atom sits at the point (0,0,0) and this point has a 
tetragonal 4/m m m  symmetry. Lowered dimensionality arises from the fact 
that while in plane O atom {Oxy or 01 ) is at a distance of 1.89 A, the 
distance between Cu and apical 0  atom {Oz or 02) is 2.43 A. Each Gu 
atom is surrounded by four Oxy atoms so that the resulting structure is a 
square planar arrangement. While Oxy atoms have mmm symmetry, the 
symmetry of Ô r and La atoms is 4mmm. Interatomic distances for 2-1-4 
compound axe given below. Since the Cu02 layers are common to all high 
Tc materials, it is widely believed that superconductivity originates in these 
planes. Anisotropic electrical and magnetic properties are also due to the 
layered structure.

Below approximately 500A' each CuOq octahedron tilts slightly (~  5°) 
about one of the original (110) axes and La2Cu04 transforms to a single face 
centered orthorhombic structure. This orthorhombic distortion can be viewed
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(La/BojjCuOt

Figure 3.4: Crystal structure of Lai,s5Bao.isCu04

Note the anisotropic thermal ellipsoids[44].

approximately by a y/2a x y/2a doubling of the unit cell in the basal plane[46]. 
The new a and b axes are not exactly equal to each other. They lie along 
the original (110) and (110) directions eind their lengths differ less than 1 %. 
When Lü2Cu04 is doped with divalent atoms (replacing trivalent La atoms) 
the temperature at which the structural transition occurs decreases. A phase 
diagram for La2-xSrxCu0 i-y is shown below. The highest Tc is obtained for 
a: =  0.15 and further doping causes 0  depletion[48]. When x >  0.20 structural 
transition is not observed and superconductivity disappears.

The undoped material is not a superconductor[49,50] at low, rather tem
peratures it is a three dimensional antiferromagnetic insulator[51,52j. The 
Neel temperature Tn increases with y. Due to its layered structure we might 
expect that the antiferromagnetic order would be two dimensional. How
ever scattering experiments made by single crystals show a three dimensional 
ordering (Fig. 3.8).

As can be seen from the graph, along with the Bragg peak (110) associated 
with the antiferromagnetic elastic scattering there exists a rod intensity which
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(La/Ba)2CuOt 7 j %  Ba (on (100)

Figure 3.5: Interatomic distances of 2-1-4

Cu-0 distances are smaller for 01 atoms[45].

corresponds to planar inelastic scatterings. The latter intensity is a measure 
of the planar domain sizes, which is found to be larger than 200 A. Below 
the Neel temperature T^ (~  200 K  for this experiment) these instantaneous 
planar antiferromagnetic correlations leave their place to three dimensional 
long range order with a maximum staggered magnetization of approximately 
0.5 fib/Cu. The exchange interactions responsible from the AF order reflect 
the effects of anisotropic structure: the coupling constant between spins in 
adjacent layers is 10̂  times smaller than the one between in plane nearest 
neighbor spins. By simple valence arguments it is possible to explain the 
observed magnetic structure of La^CuO^. La is a 3+ ion while O is 2-. 
This requires that Cu is a 2+ (c?9) ion, therefore, it has a spin 1/2. These 
spins couple via Heisenberg type interactions. As a result of substitution by 
a 2+ alkaline earth and/or introduction of oxygen vacancies we obtain a hole 
concentration of (x — 2y)/cell for La2-xMxCu04-y. It is often assumed that 
these holes appear of Cu '̂ (̂dS) form. However, we should keep in mind that 
this is a very simplifled model and it is far from giving the real charges on
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Figure 3.6: Orthorhombic distortion 

In the orthorhombic phase unit cell is doubled[45].

the atoms. In fact as we axe going to see, the nature of the holes is still an 
open question. When La-iCuOi is doped, it has been observed that although 
the three dimensional AF state is suppressed rapidly there axe still some spin 
correlations whose correlation lengths change as y/x.

Some experimental groups[55] have reported that for the composition 
range 0.01 < x < 0.025 a spin glass like phase is observed. If the tem
perature is increased the spin glass phase changes into a paramagnetic phase 
which is magnetically disordered.

Anisotropic resistivity and upper critical field Hc2 measurements of 
La^-xSrxCuO^ single crystals by Hidaka et al.[56] supports the idea that the 
material is pseudo two dimensional. The resistivity perpendicular to copper 
oxide planes is found to be 20 times larger than that parallel to the planes. 
On the other hand the upper critical field parallel to planes is 5 times larger.
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Highest Tc is observed for x ~ 0.15[47].

Band structure of La‘2CuO^ calculated by linear augmented plane wave 
(LAPW) is shown in Fig. 3.11. The compound is in the tetragonal structure. 
The region relevant to observed physical properties lies between the bands 
labeled by A and B. The unoccupied bands above 2eV are due primarily 
to the Labd and 4 /  states. Two dimensional effects are seen from the weaJc 
dispersion along the A direction, i.e., the direction perpendicular to copper 
oxide plane. Mattheiss has noted that the band labeled A is an antibonding 
band which can be reproduced by a simple two dimensional tight binding 
calculation using Cu — 3d¿i^y2 and oxygen O — orbitals. He found that 
on-site energies with respect to Fermi level can be taken as E¿ =  Ep =
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Figure 3.8: Neutron scattering results for 2-1-4 

The upper one is associated with 2D ordering[53].
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Figure 3.9: The magnetic structure of 2-1-4

The upper figure shows the Cu02 plane. Cu and O atoms are denoted by open
and filled circles, respectively[54].

—3.2eV and nearest neighbor hybridization Vpda =  —1.85eV. The second 
lowest band at X  is the corresponding bonding band. By the tight binding 
model we obtain three bands: one nonbonding band at energy Ep and two
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Figure 3.10: Upper critical fields of 2-1-4

Cross marks are extrapolated points[56].

other bands, one bonding (B) and one antibonding (A), which are given by

(1)
p _  Ep  + E d

*  \| )
Ep Ed \ т̂го I · 2 * 2' +  4VX  sin2 —  +  sm2 - f -

Here a is the lattice constant. Since A is half filled band, theory predicts that 
La^CuO^ shows metallic properties. The lowest band В is due to combination 
of О — p orbitals with s type symmetry around the Си sites[58].

Figure 3 .1 2  shows the formation of the C u-0  bands from atomic states. 
Jahn-Teller( JT) effect[60] is used for instability with respect to distortions 
of symmetry polyhedra whose ground states are orbitally degenerate. It has 
been shown that as a result of JT mechanism Cg and ¿2̂  states, both of which 
would contain degenerate states, split in the crystal field. In this picture, if 
we neglect the hybridizations with neighboring orbitals, Cû "̂  have one hole 
of dx2^y2 symmetry (since Cu'̂ '̂  is d9). However hybridization of eg states 
with per orbitals leads to bonding and antibonding bands.
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LQ2CuÔ

The dispersion in the Z direction is small[57].

Density of states for Lü2CuÔ  and ordered La^-xM^CuO^ has been cal- 
culated[61]. Nearly two dimensional behavior of A band causes a logarithmic 
saddle point singularity just below the Fermi level[57]. Density of states 
at the Fermi level heis been calculated as 1.1-1.65 s<aies/eV’-ce//[57,62,63]. 
Near the Fermi level it is seen that Lü2- xMxCu04 has a similar density of 
states except a shift in the energy scale. This is consistent with the rigid beind 
model in which it is assumed that the only effect of doping is the change of 
the Fermi level. In fact it has been calculated that the value of x at which 
Ep coincides with the singularity is the same as in the composition which 
gives the highest Tc[64,61].

Although there are some problems due to their surface sensitivity, photoe
mission and inverse photoemission spectroscopies axe the most direct probes 
of electronic structure of a solid. They measure single hole and single electron 
excitations, respectively. Valence band photoemission spectra for 
La2-xSrxCu04 obtained by different groups are compared in Fig. 3.14. It 
has been found that main features observed in the spectra are independent
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Figure 3 .1 2 : Schematic picture of formation of C u-0  bands

Atomic 3- d and 2- p levels are split by crystal filed. The effect of the Jahn-Teller
distortion is also shown[59].

E ( e V )  E ( e V )

Figure 3.13: Calculated density of states for 2-1-4

This figure is taken from reference [61].

of doping in spite of the fact that the Sr concentrations are different in these 
compounds. We observe that the main peak shifts to the right with increas-
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La2Cu04

Figure 3.14: Valence band photoemission spectra for 2-1-4 

Solid curves are calculated spectra from LDA energy bands[65].

ing energy. At low energies 0  — 2p contribution is dominant, while for high 
photon energies the peak is primarily due to Cu—Zd states. LDA calculations 
predict the positions of the peaks in the opposite order. This shall result in, 
because d state binding energies are underestimated.

Resonant photoemission is a result of quantum interference between two 
paths: direct excitation and an indirect process which involves a Cu 3p- 
3d transition. In resonant photoemission measurements of La2-xSrxCu04 

some additional peaks have been observed (Fig. 3.15). Apart from the peaks 
associated with La —bp states there are two more peaks denoted by C and D. 
The enhancement of the peak D with increasing energy is an indication for its 
Cu — 3d origin. Similar peaJcs almost at the same position have been observed 
for materials in which Cu valence is 2+. Thus, this peak has been proposed 
to be an evidence for the presence of C7û + in Lu^-xSt̂ CuOa. A simple 
explanation of this structure has been given by the energy level diagram for 
a neutral CuO molecule (Fig. 3.16). In this diagram N  shows the number of 
electrons on the Cu atom. For example, N =  9 corresponds to Cu(P — Op^
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Figure 3.15: Resonant photoemission spectra for 2-1-4 

Inset shows the spectrum at the Fermi level for 70 eV[66].

configuration. Fujimori et al.[67] proposed that the observed photoemission
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Figure 3.16: Schematic energy level diagram 

This figure is taken from reference [66].

peaJcs are due to the treinsitions with final states of 3<PL and 3d °̂L  ̂character. 
The U value calculated by fitting to experimental data is around 5eF.

Absorption edge studies involving transitions from localized core levels 
to empty states have given clues about the character of the holes in the 
high Tc material. Since the initial states are localized, so are the final states
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because transition matrix elements have small values for unlocalized final 
states. Therefore these measurements probe the local unoccupied states. 
O ls absorption edge of La2-xSrxCu0n has no density of states at the Fermi 
level for x — 0[68,69]. Niicker et al. have observed that with increasing x a 
peak at the Fermi level appears and its intensity increases linearly with x. 
This behavior is consistent with a picture in which the holes are localized on 
the O sites.

An interesting property of high temperature superconductors is the nor
mal state linear specific heat which does not pass through the origin. For 
conventional materials the normal state specific heat has the temperature 
dependence CeN — 7 T. However for La based high Tc compounds 7  is of the 
order of 1-4 mj/moleK^\lQ\. The origin of 7 (0) 0 is still an open ques
tion. Since there is a strong anisotropy in the resistivity, Hall coefficient Rh 
is reliable only for single crystal measurements. Single crystal epitaxial thin 
film measurements[71] show hole like conduction. The positive Hall number 
n =  1 / cRh is found to be a linearly increasing function of temperature.

Isotope effect measurements have been carried out on 2-1-4 compound 
[72,73]. A nonzero isotope shift (a ~  0.2) indicates that electron phonon 
coupling plays a significant role although it may not be dominant. As we 
are going to see in the next chapter BOAT is not out of the range of a purely 
phonon coupling mechanism.

Sherwin, et al.[74] performed fax infrared reflectance experiments to mea
sure the superconducting energy gap however they concluded that existence 
of the gap is not obvious by this method. On the other hand tunneling ex
periments show a gap in the range 7-15 meV and 2̂ ^/kBTc ratio is found to 
be 4-9(75,76,77].

3 . 3  Y /B a /C u /O

After the discovery of superconductivity in LaBaCuO, Chu et al.[78] 
noticed that superconductive transition temperature Tc can be shifted from 
35K  to almost 50K by applying hydrostatic pressure to the sample. The 
idea that the effect of the pressure can be simulated by replacing Lâ '̂  with
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smaller resulted in the discovery of superconductivity in YBa2Cu3 0 r 
(1 -2-3) compound at 92 Jii[79,12]. YBa^CuzOj is the first superconductor 
which can be cooled by liquid nitrogen. Y  can be replaced with other rare 
earths like Eu,Gd.

YBa2Cus07 compound has orthorhombic symmetry with space group 
Pmmm  and its crystal structure can be characterized as an oxygen deficient 
perovskite of the formula (F, Ba)zCuzOg-y with y =  2. Y, Ba atoms sit 
at the corners while Cu atoms are at the center of the perovskite cube. In 
addition to the copper oxide planes similar to those in La2CuO^, YBa2Cuz07 

contains chains or ribbons (due to the upper and lower 04  atoms) composed 
of Cul and 01 atoms (Fig. 3.17). The planes, composed of Cu2,02 and

YBa2Cu3C»7.,j 
orthorhombic Pmmm tetragonal P4/mmm

Figure 3.17; Crystal structure of 1-2-3 compound

The rightmost figure shows the planes and chains[80,12].

03  are slightly buckled. As can be seen from Fig. 3.17 one of the oxygen 
vacancies occur along the a axis, the oxygen atom at the site (l/2,0,0) is 
missing. This symmetry breaking is the origin of tetragonal to orthorhombic 
transition which we axe going to discuss later. Y  and Ba atoms are ordered in 
the c direction with a pattern Ba-Y-Ba. The second oxygen vacancy is also 
in this direction and in the plane of Y  atoms. In the chains, Cul is fourfold 
coordinated with 01 and 04 atoms at distances 1.94 Aand 1.85 Arespectively. 
In the planes, the distance of Cu2 to 02 and 03 atoms is about 1.95 Awhich
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is very close to the value in the La2Cu0i planes. The crystal structures of 
these two compounds eire very similar. The most important difference is that 
in the 1-2-3 compound the unit cell is tripled.

As can be seen from the phase diagram at lower oxygen concentrations 
the structure assumes tetragonal symmetry (Fig. 3.18).

Figure 3.18: Phase diagram of 1-2-3 compound 

Oxygen deficiency plays the role of doping in 2-l-4[81].

The resulting structure of symmetry PA/mmm can be described by the 
composition YBa2CuzOe. When the temperature is increased 01 atoms are 
randomly distributed to 01 and 05  sites. It results in an average tetragonal 
symmetry. The structural change occurs at the oxygen concentration 6.35- 
6.65. The exact concentration depends on the preparation conditions. The 
tetragonal structure is obtained when the vacancies are disordered, therefore 
rapid cooling enhances the tetragonal structure. The phase diagram shown is 
for the case in which O u l-O l chains are not destroyed for 8 < 0.7. For =  0 
superconductivity is observed at temperatures as high as 90K. In the range 
0.3 < 8 <  0.5 a plateau with Tc =  60K is observed. This is an indication for 
the existence of at least two different phases in this interval.

In the 1-2-3 compound, oxygen deficiency plays the role of doping in 
the 2-1-4. YBa2CuzOe is an antiferromagnetic insulator and the oxidation
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states can be indicated as Y '̂^Ba '̂^Cu^^Cu '̂^OQ. When this material is 
annealed in an environment reach in oxygen, it acquires oxygen and forms 
YBa2Cuz0 7 . Since during this process randomly distributed oxygen atoms 
order and form chains, it was thought that these chains are the origin of 
the unusually high Tc. However, there are other high T¿ materials which do 
not contain such chains. Several phases have been proposed[82,83] to explain 
the superstructures observed by electron diffraction[84] for 0 < Í < 1. The 
principle that Cu should not coordinate with three oxygen atoms as much 
as possible, lead to the conclusion that addition of oxygen atoms starts the 
chain formation[85]. These randomly oriented chain segments order to form 
chains during the transition to orthorhombic phase.

Several rare earth elements have been substituted for Y  and supercon
ducting properties have been found to be almost independent of these sub
stitutions except one case. PrBa2Cu^Or is not a superconductor. A possible 
explanation of this observation is Cu '̂^+Pr '̂  ̂ <— > Cu'̂ '^+Pr' '̂  ̂ fluctuations.

In electron microscopy studies of YB ü2Cuz07 an intergrowth structure 
identified as YBa2Cu4Qz have been detected[86]. X  ray diffraction on a thin 
film showed that the crystal structure is very similar to that o{Y B a 2CuzOr. 
While the chains of the latter consists of CuO  ̂units sharing their corners, the 
former have double chains resulting from the share of edges of CuO^ units. 
Another related structure is Y2BaiCujOi5[SI] which has been discovered in 
high pressure studies. Its Tc is about AQK and structure is a combination of 
YBa2Cuz07 and YBa2Cu^Oz in an ordered manner.

Cu2 atoms have valence 2-|-, therefore they are magnetic. The order of 
spins within the CuOz plane is antiferromagnetic as in the case of La2Cu0 4 . 
The order in the c direction depends on the oxygen concentration. For 
S and 0, magnetic spin structure of YBazCuzOjs is shown in Fig. 3.19. 
Staggered magnetization M  measurements[89,90] show that M  =  <
S >c¿ 0.65fj.B and this gives < S > ~  0.30 for a typical g value ~  2.2. The 
assumption that magnetic correlations are essentially two dimensional has 
been used in many theories. The fact that spin wave calculations [91] for 
two dimensional Heisenberg model gives < S >=0.30 for spin-| system is 
consistent with this hypothesis.

In a classical antiferromagnet the spins are in Neel order i.e. neighboring
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Figure 3.19: Magnetic structure for 1-2-3

(a) For X near zero (b) For larger x. Cross-hatched circles are and black and
white circles denote antiparallel Cû '̂  spins[88].

spins point opposite directions. However, for a quantum mechanical anti- 
ferromagnet the ground state is not so simple, and as we shall see in the 
next chapter, its form is known only in one dimensional problem. There are 
spin waves due to quantum fluctuations. The dispersion relation for 
these waves can be obtained by diagonalizing the nearest-neighbor Heisen
berg Hamiltonian

H = J S i - S j  (2)
<i,3>

where i and j  axe nearest neighbor sites and J is the exchange energy. Mea
suring the slope of <jo{^  for small q with inelastic neutron scattering we can 
And J since (jj/q<x J[92]. Such measurements show that the exchange energy 
J|l between nearest neighbors within a Cu02 plane is about 100 meV. Strong 
anisotropic effects are reflected to transport properties. Fig. 3.20 shows the 
resistivity in the principal directions versus temperature. However we should 
keep in mind that Pc/pab ~  100 is probably not the correct anisotropy ratio 
although the measurements axe done on single crystals. In single crystals 
there are generally so called twins, i.e., the crystal is composed of slabs ro
tated with respect to each other about c axis. Therefore there axe probably 
semiconductive defects between these planes. Semiconductive type behavior
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Figure 3.20: Resistivity of 1-2-3 versus temperature 

The sample is a twinned single crystaJ[93].

of Pc below 2QQK support this view.

Figure 3.21 shows the LDA bands near the Fermi level iovYBa2Cuz0 7 [̂ A\. 
These bands have Cu—Zd and 0 —2p origin as in the case of La^CuO^. C u-0

Figure 3.21: Calculated LDA bands for YBa2Cuz0j 

This figure is taken from reference [94].
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bands lie between -7  and 2 eV. Bands resulting from and are sepa
rated by a gap from those shown in Fig. 3.21. Since the conduction electrons 
are decoupled from Y site, substitution of other rare earths for Y does not 
effect superconductive properties. Since there are two CuO^ layers per unit 
cell almost isolated from the CuO chain, we expect that a pair of Cu02 pda 
bands cross the Fermi level. We also expect that there should be effectively 
one dimensional bands due to CuO chains. Band structure calculations have 
confirmed both of these arguments. In Fig. 3.21 the bands axe plotted only 
in the plane of Brillouin zone defined by r(0 ,0 ,0),X (7r/a , 0 ,0 ),y (0 , tt/ 6, 0) 
and ^(Tr/a, 7t/ 6, 0). The bands labeled by 2 and 3 are the Cu02 pda bands. 
They have two dimensional behavior and symmetric with respect to X  and 
Y directions. Small dispersion of the bands 1  and 4 in the Y-S  direction in 
comparison to the dispersion along X -S  is an indication for their one dimen
sional character. Two dimensional bands 2 and 3 can be obtained by tight 
binding method with parameters similar to those in La2Cu0^. Since, band 
1  results from the antibonding combination o iC u l — d and O — pa states, it 
can be formulated within the tight binding band

EA{k) = E +  2Vpd<rdl -  2 cos kyb (3)

where Vpdv is the nearest neighbor hybridization energy. Here we assumed 
that Cu and O on-site energies are the same and equal to E. Band 4 can 
also be derived with a similar model. This band is a combination of Cu — d, 
0 1 — pz and 04  — py states.

•zyi

Since the band 4 is very fiat, the density of states at the Fermi level 
N{Ep) is difficult to calculate. For i  =  0, calculated values lie between 3.4 
and 6.6 states/eV-cell [95,62,63,96,97]. Figure 3.22 shows partial density of 
states (PDOS). Since PDOS of 02  and 03  are very similar, we can say that 
the electronic structure of Cu0 2 layer is not affected by the orthorhombic 
distortion. The difference between the PDOS of Cul and Cu2 is clear. Owl 
has considerably large weight below the Fermi level. Another difference be
tween the chains and the planes is the band-width. While the former has 
band-width 7.5 eV, the latter extends over a range of 9 eV.

X-ray photoemission (XPS) spectrum[98] for YBa2Cuz07 has a liirge 
pealc around -14 eV  due to spin-orbit splitting of Ba5p levels (Fig. 3.23)
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Figure 3.22: Total aond partial density of states of 1-2-3 

The curves on the right are enlargement of DOS near the Fermi level [96].

and this peah obscures the one involving (7u^+. However, finer resonant 
photoemission studies show that the latter peak exists and its position is 
near to the one in La2CuOi, therefore, the energy level diagram of 2-1-4 can 
be used for 1-2-3, too. The small peak between -9  and -10 eV has been

Figure 3.23: Valence band XPS and unoccupied state BIS spectra for 1 - 2 -3

This figure is taken from reference [98].

proposed to be due to a transition to state[98]. In this state two holes
sit on he same oxygen site and they repel each other with the Coulomb energy 
C/p[99,100,101]. When S 0, peaks of photoemission spectra shift towards 
higher energies and peak intensities decre£ise[102,103]. The appearance of a
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new peak at 15.3 eV has been attributed to the valency change Cu'̂ '̂  —> Cu^^. 
There are three main peaks in the bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy 
(BIS)[98] for YBa2Cuz07 as can be seen from the right side of Fig. 3.23. The 
first and the smallest peak at 2.5 eV results from Cu 3d °̂ final state. The 
broader second peak centered around 8 eV involves O — 3s, Cu — 4s, Ba — 5d 
and Y —Ad orbitals. Finally the relatively sharper peak at 15 eV  is associated 
with the localized Ba — Af states. XPS core level measurements of 1-2-3 
compounds show very little evidence of C'u^"''[67,104,66]. It is widely believed 
that is dominant. The oxygen deficiency results in creation of twofold
coordinated Cul sites, i.e., missing 0 4 ’s. Therefore, we expect presence of 
<7u^+in YBa2CuzOQ+x forr < 1 . This expectation has been confirmed by 
X-ray absorption near, edge measurements at the CuK  edge (Is —> 4p7r). 
As can be seen from Fig. 3.24 this transition occurs at higher energy for 
Cû ·*·. The Cû ·*· peak appears with creation of oxygen deficiency. However,

Figure 3.24: X-ray absorption near edge structure of 1-2-3 

Measurements are done at the Cu K  edge with Fo=8980 eV [105].

this peak exists for polarizations perpendicular to c axis. This result is also 
expected since the Cû '̂ Apir state is oriented perpendicular to the axis defined 
by O l-C u-O l.
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Gough, et al.[106] performed flux quantization measurements with 1-2-3 
compound. Figure 3.25 shows the output of an r.f.-SQUID magnetometer 
measuring the field inside a superconducting ring. Gough, et ah, first cali-

-r-— riZ-iT ~r
------- 1.—  . - --------- - —  tf.*—»V —  ---------

Figure 3.25: Flux quantization for 1-2-3

The graph shows the output of the magnetometer[106].

brated their detector output using known flux values and then they measured 
the output when the ring is exposed to a source of electromagnetic noise. Fig
ure 3.25 shows the jumps in the flux. Using their calibration they concluded 
that the flux inside the ring is quantized in units of h/2e. This experiment 
is a clear proof for the existence of electron or hole pairs.

Figure 3.26 shows the upper critical field Hc2 o iY B a 2Cuz07 versus tem- 
perature[107]. The (T,Hc2) pairs are obtained from resistivity versus tem
perature curves. For an applied magnetic field Hc2, the temperature T at 
which the resistance vanishes is found and plotted on the graph. The slope 
of Hc2~T curve for ifnoi and H\\c is -4.2 T/K and -0.52 T/K respectively. In 
addition to this anisotropy the curve for the field along c axis shows a sharp 
bend (not shown in the figure) near to temperature axis. The origin of this 
deviation from straight line is unclear. Another characteristic behavior is the 
upward curvature of the critical field in the ah plane. Upward curvature is 
an unconventional phenomenon. There is a method due to Werthamer, et 
al.[108] to calculate Hc2 in terms of normal and superconducting state pa
rameters. This method has been applied successfully to the weak coupling 
superconductors and it predicts a linear behavior for Hc2 near To. A possi
ble explanation of the deviation of 1-2-3 and other high To superconductors 

, is the bre£ikdown of assumptions of the model: the Fermi surface of 1-2-3 
compound is highly anisotropic and it is probably a strong coupling super
conductor. Upper critical field measurements can be used to find coherence
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T(K)
Figure 3.26: Upper critical field of 1-2-3

The curve exhibits an upward curvature for J||a(,[107].

lengths by means of Ginzburg-Landau theory. This kind of experiments[109] 
on EuBa^Cu^Oj gives |̂|=35 Aand ^x=3.8 A.

Figure 3.27 is a plot of specific heat of 1-2-3 compound as a function of 
temperature[110]. The anomaly near 90 K  is associated with the supercon- 
ducton. Nonzero 7 (0) value is observed in YBa2Cuz0 7-s, too, and its value 
is of the order of 4-7 mJ/mole-K^. Another unconventional behavior is the 
effect of a magnetic field H on the specific heat C. When H  increases C 
curve shifts a small amount to lower temperatures and there is a remarkable 
decrease in AC{Tc)/Tc ratio. Thompson and Kresin[112] proposed that this 
behavior is a result of short coherence length which causes fluctuation effects.

Isotope effect meeisurements on YBa^CuzOTs compound show an even 
smaller shift for Tc in comparison to ¿ 02(71404(1 1 3 ,114]. Roughly speaking, 
phonon coupling mechanism is almost completely dominated by an electronic 
mechanism.

Measurements of energy gap A  by far infrared absorption techniques give 
inconclusive information about the existence and value of the gap. More pre
cise results axe obtained by tunneling experiments. Tsai, et al.[115] reported
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Figure 3.27: Specific heat of YBa2Cus0j versus temperature 

This figure is taken from reference [111].

measurements on oriented films of 1-2-3 compound. They measure the tun
neling currents for a junction made of Y  and Pb electrodes and conclude that 
the gap is anisotropic with values in the two principal directions

Aa5 =  5.9±0.2kBZ

Ac =  3.e±0.2kBTc

(4)

However, as will be explained in Chapter 5, caution has to be exercised in 
interpreting the tunneling results by an anisotropic gap.

3.4 B i/S r /C a /C u /O  and T l/B a /C a /C u /O

Discovery of Hi-based copper oxide materials[116,117] with Tc over 100 K  
were important not only because of highest Tc at the time but also these were 
the first high temperature superconductors containing no rare earth elements.

A short time after the discovery of Bi-hased materials T/-based copper 
oxide superconductors were found[118j. These compounds have also very
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high transition temperatures and their structure are very similar to those 
of Bi compounds. Some physical parameters of Tl/Ca/Ba/Cu/0 super
conducting oxides are shown in Table 3 .2 . Figure 3.28 displays the crystal 
structures. In the original samples of Sheng and Hermann three differ-

Name Composition Symmetry Lattice
parameters

(A)

Superlattice 
wave vector

t;
(K )

1021 P^/mmm a =  3.869 (2) 
c =  9.694 (9)

* t

1122 1̂ 7.1 P^/mmm a =  3.8505 (7) 
c =  12.728 (2)

<0.29, 0. 0.5) 65-85

1223 . 1 1.8®^2^^3.0^9.7 P^jmmm a =  3.8429 (6) 
c =  15.871 (3)

<0.29, 0, 0.5) 100-110

1324 TljCajHajCu^O,, P^/mmm a =  3.85 
19.1

* 122

2021 T l,,B a ,C u ,,0 6 ., Fmmmt a =  5.445 (2) 
¿7 =  5.492 (1) 
c =  23.172 (6)

<008 ,0 .24 , 1) t

1̂ 6.3 M/mmmt a =  3.8587 (4) 
c =  23.152 (2)

( 0 6 ,0 .0 8 ,  1) 20-80

2122 1.7^^.9^^2^^2.3^8.1 I4/mmm ¿7 =  3.857 (1) 
c =  29.39 (1)

(0.17, 0, 1) 95-108

2223 1.6^  ̂1.8^32^^ 3.1 ̂  10.1 lAlmmm a =  3.822 (4) 
c =  36.26 (3)

(0.17, 0, I ) 118-125

*  N o  s u p e r l a l i i c c  m o d u l a t i o n s  h a v e  b e e n  o b s e r v e d  in  t h e s e  c r y s t a l s  t h u s  fa r ,

t  N o n m c t a l l i c  o r  w e a k l y  m e t a l l i c  s a m p le s  w it h  n o  s u p e r c o n d u c t i n g  t r a n s i t i o n  o b s e r v e d  d o w n  t o  4 . 2  K .

t  T a k i n g  t h e  s u p e r l a t t i c e  i n t o  a c c o u n t  lo w e r s  t h e  s y m m e t r y  o f  t h i s  s t r u a u r e  t o  m o n o c l i n i c ,  w i t h  t h e  c  a x i s  b e i n g  t h e  u n i q u e  a x i s .

Table 3.2: Tl/Ba/CulO compounds 

This table is taken from reference [119]

ent compounds have been identified, namely, Tl2Ba2CuOe, Tl2CaBa2Cu20 s 
and TI2Ca2Ba2CuzO\o[12Q]. These compounds are also called 2021, 2122 
and 2223, respectively. In this nomenclature the four digits are the num
bers of T /, Ca, Ba and Cu atoms, respectively. The last digit, number of 
Cu atoms, is the number of CUO2 planes at the same time as can be seen 
from Fig. 3.28. The compounds TlBa2CuOz{lQ21), TlCaBa2Cu20r{lV12)^ 
TlCa2Ba2CuzOQ{\223)[12\\ and TlCazBa2Cu4 0x\[i22] have one thallium 
oxide layer per unit cell in contrast to two layers in compounds produced 
by Sheng and Hermann.

Bz2 2 12  material (Bi2Sr2CaCu20 s) has a structure similar to that of 
T /2 2 1 2  (Fig. 3.29)[123j. In Bi compounds, Bi takes the place of Tl, however, 
the structures of these two families are not exactly the same. One of the differ
ences is the buckling of Cu02 layers. In Bi material buckling is intermediate
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Figure 3.28: Crystal structures of TÎ compounds

(a) TlBd2CuOz·, (b) TlCaBa2Cu207, (c) TlCa2Bd2Cu'̂ 0 ,̂ (d) TlCa^Ba2Cuĵ O\\, 
(e) Tl2Ba2CuOQ, (f) Tl2CaBa2Cu20s·) (g) r / 2Ca2-®û2Cu3 0 io[H9]
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Bi2Sf2C3Cu20g

14/mmm 

SPACE GROUP

Cu-0 LAYERS

Bi-0 LAYERS

Figure 3.29: Crystal structure of Bi2212 

Sr cations take the place of Ba cations in T/2212[61].

between 1-2-3 and Tl compounds. Bi analog of the single Tl layer structure 
has not been observed, all compounds contains Bi double layers. Thus Tl 
compounds axe important to investigate the effects of the size and separation 
of the Cu perovskite-like units. In most of the T/-based copper oxide mate
rials superlattice modulations axe observed[121,124,125,126,127,128,129]. No 
modulations have been seen in 1021 and 1324.

An interesting observation is the change of bond lengths in the CuO-2, 
planes. In Tl2Ba2Can~iCun04+2n compounds a axis decreases with increas
ing n as can be seen from Table 3.2. %  also increases with n, therefore we may 
say that Tc becomes larger when the C u -0  distances get smaller. However in 
Bi2Sr2Can-iCun04+2n compounds bond lengths axe smaller (~  1.90 A) but 
Tc is not larger than those of T/-based compounds. Thus C u -0  distance is
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not the only factor which determines Figure 3.30 shows the dependence 
of critical temperature on number of CuO  ̂ layers for single (S) and double 
(D) layer Tl compounds. Although it seems that there is a linear relation

Figure 3.30: Transition temperature versus filling factor 

/ ,  is the volume of the unit cell filled by CuO'i planes[36,130,122].

between ln(Tc) and I / / 4, this rule fails for n=5 since Tc < 120 K  for this 
compound.

Results of LAPW calculations for Bi 2 2 12  by Krakauer and Pickett[131] 
are shown in Fig. 3.31. Each of the Cu02 layers contributes a pda band 
crossing the Fermi level. The bands lying around 2-3 eV are due to Bi p 
and O p states. They hybridize strongly with the C u-0  bands and dip in 
the Fermi level along the V-Z direction. As a result of this Bi p states are 
partially filled, therefore Bî '̂  configuration, which is obtained from formal 
valence arguments, is not correct. Metallic behavior of the compound is a 
result of this nonionic charge distribution. Charge density calculations show 
that valence density between adjacent Bi02 layers is very small and CUO2 

layers are bound ionically by means of between the planes. Thus w  ̂
can visualize this compound as periodically placed and wezikly bound groups 
of Cu0 2 layers.

Electronic structures of T/-based compounds are very similar to their 
corresponding Bi compounds except the states derived from Bi. In addition
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This figure is taken from reference [131].

to the pdcr bands of in-plane Cu and 0  atoms, Tl — s, O — p antibonding 
bands axe formed. Similar to Bi-O  bands, they dip in the Fermi level at 
r . Figure 3.32 shows the energy bands for T/2201 structure[132j. All the 
bands between -7.5 and 2 eV are derived from Tl 6s, Cu 3d and O 2p 
states. The dotted lines axe nonbonding or 7r-bonding bands. The bands 
denoted by triangles have Tl s-02 , 03 Pz character and they are bonding 
and antibonding combinations. Here, we name the oxygens in Cu, Tl and 
Ba planes by 01 , 02  and 03, respectively. The triangle bands have a two 
dimensional character due to the small dispersion in the c direction, pda 
bands of Cu02 layers are denoted by squares. The antibonding band has a 
maximum at X  and it is half filled. The lowest square band is the nonbonding 
combination of the 01 —Px,y orbitals. The next one having its minimum at X  
is the bonding band. LAPW calculations show that the Fermi surface does 
not satisfy the nesting conditions.

Bi and Tl based compounds are also hole superconductors, i.e.. Hall coef
ficient Rff is positive. However, Ru is a meaningful quantity only for isotropic 
systems. For an anisotropic material, it should be treated as a tensor. Also
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Figure 3.32: Band structure of T /220 1

This figure is taken from reference [132].

average curvature of thenote that in Hall experiments, one measures the 
Fermi surface.

Electron tunneling spectroscopy studies show that the gap ratio 2A/ksTc 
is between 4.5 and 7(115,133,134,135]. Briceno and Zettl[136] measured 
anisotropy of the gap and found that the ratio in the c direction is 3.3 ±  0.3 
while it is 6.2 ±  0.3 along the plane.

Low temperature specific heat of Bi compounds has vanishing 7 (0) in 
contrary to the previous copper oxide materials and Tl superconductors. A 
possible explanation of this behavior is the Ba content of the material. Mea
surements on 2-1-4 compounds show that 7 (0) increases with the presence 
of Ba. jBi-based compounds do not contain Ba.
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3.5 K /B a /B i/O

Superconductivity of Sai_a:iCrBi0 3 [1 3 7 ,138 ] above 30 K  demonstrates 
that copper-free, cubic and nonmagnetic materials can also have high 
Bai^xKxBiOz has a structure very similar to that of BaPbi-xBixOs. Dop
ing A(Ba) site instead of B{Bi) leaves the conducting Bi-O  complex intact 
and changes the filling of antibonding Bi 6s-0  2p conduction band. Thus 
the metallic range in Ba\-xKxBiOz is extended and becomes closer to half 
filling which corresponds to BaBiOs. Electron-phonon interaction is largest 
at this stoichiometry and therefore Tc increases. Figure 3.33 shows total

ENERGY (eV) ENERGY (eV)

Figure 3.33: Total and projected density of states for Ba/K/Bi/O 

(a) Cubic BaBiOzi (b) Tetragonal ordered BaKBi20Q[\Z9i\

and projected density of states results for BaBiOz and BaKBizOe. The 
latter ha.s tetragonal structure with alternating K  and Ba planes along the 
c direction. K  — 3p and Ba — 6p core states are nearly degenerate. 0  2p 
states localized in K  layers creates a peak at - 1  eV. Mattheiss and Hamann 
showed that superlattice effects have minor role and Bi — 6s electrons have 
an itinerant nature. Thus magnetic mechanisms seem inapplicable. Hinks et
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al.[140] measure a large isotope effect ( o r  ~  0.4), indicating the importance 
of electron-phonon coupling. Upward curvature of Hc2(T) is also observed in 
the cubic Bai-xKxBiOs. Thus this behavior is not related to the anisotropy 
of the Fermi surface.

3.6 N d /C e /C u /O

Tokuro, et al.[141] discovered that Nd.2Cu04 cem be doped with elec
trons {Ce“̂ '̂ ) instead of holes Here, Nd can be replaced with Pr
or Sm. Hall effect measurements[141] indicate that these materials are the 
first copper oxide superconductors in which majority carriers are electrons. 
The T'- phase structure of Nd2-xCtxCu04 (Fig. 3.34) contains no api
cal O atoms (above or below the Cu atoms) while T*-phase structure of 
Nd2-x-zCtxSrxCu04 has only one apical 0  atom per Cu site[142]. The en-

o c o Nd(Ce)

O o o

La(Sr)

T' T

Figure 3.34: Crystal structures of electron superconductors

The transition temperature for superconductivity is ~ 24 K  for 
Nd\,s5C co.isC u04[141].

ergy bands of Nd2Cu04 are very similar to those observed in the other cop
per oxide superconductors except the states involving apical oxygen atoms.
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Cu d -0  p<7-antibonding bands cross the Fermi level. One of the striking dif
ferences is the shape of the Fermi surface which changes from a square with 
nesting along ( 1 1 0 ) in La2-xSrxCu04 to a square having rounded corners 
with nesting along ( 10 0 ) and (0 10 ) directions.

Whether N d^-xCcxCuO^ is an electron superconductor or not is con
troversial. Figure 3.35 shows O Is absorption edges of doped and pure 
Nd2Cu0 4 . The peak around 529 eV  is associated with the hole states near

■■—  
Nd .̂.Ce.CuOH
0 1 s

S 2 6  5 2 8  5 3 0  5 3 2  53/ . 5 3 6  5 3 8  5 6 0  

E n e r g y  ( e V )

Figure 3.35: O — Is absorption edge of Nd2-xCexCu04

Open and closed circles are associated with a;=0 and «=0.15 concentrations
respectively[143].

the Fermi level and it is observed that the intensity of this peah increases 
with doping contrary to the existence of negatively charged carriers.

3.7 P b /S r /Y /C u /O

Superconductors with the general formula Ph2Sr2ACuzOs+s {A is a lan
thanide or a mixture of a lanthanide with Ca or Sr) belong to a new family[144]. 
Ph2Sr2Yo.tCaQ,^CuzOs is a superconductor with Tc=68 K. Figure 3.36 is a 
schematic representation of the crystal structure of Ph2Sr2ACuzOs- The 
structure orthorhombic with lattice parameters a=5.39, 6=5.43 and c=15.73 
Á. The uppermost and the lowest Cu02 planes are similar to those in the 
other high Tc superconductors. They are composed of basal sides of corner
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Figure 3.36: Crystal structure of Ph2Sr2MCuzOs

This figure is taken from reference [144].

shared CuOz pyramids. In- plane Cu — O disteince is 1.93 Awhile the api
cal distance is 2.28 Â. The second type of Cu02 layers, those between PhO 
planes, have two oxygen atoms above and below each copper atom, i.e., the 
plane is composed oi CuO2 sticks parallel to each other.

Figure 3.37 displays the LAPW energy band results for Pl>2Sr2Y CuzOs,[Î Î>]. 
The bands denoted by squares involve Cu—3dx2̂ y2 and 0 —2px̂ y states. Small 
dispersion of these bands in the c direction indicates their two dimensional 
character. Antibonding upper bands, which are half filled, have maxima at
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Pb2Sr 2̂  ̂ 3̂̂ 8

Figure 3.37: Energy bands for Ph2Sr-2YCuzO^ 

This figure is taken from reference [145].

the symmetry point M.



Chapter 4

THEORIES

Subsequent to the discovery of high temperature superconductors ques
tions were raised on whether the conventional BCS theory is applicable to 
this new phenomenon. First of all, Tc was too high. We mentioned also other 
unconventional properties of these materials in the previous chapter. It is 
therefore almost clear that one needs a new theory for high Tc. Current the
oretical trends in high % superconductivity can be classified into two main 
groups. The first one concentrates on the possibility of BCS type pairing. 
The carriers in the normal state are assumed to form a Fermi liquid. Then 
these charge carriers are paired by one or more boson fields. Strength of this 
coupling which determines the critical temperature is thought as a special 
feature of cuprates. Boson fields can arise from charge (phonons, plasmons, 
excitons, polarization waves) or magnetic (magnons, spin waves) excitations. 
When the attractive interaction is weak we are in the traditional BCS type 
k-space pairing or Cooper pairing regime. If the interaction is strong then 
superconductivity is due to a Bose-Einstein condensation of bound pairs 
of electrons to form bosons. In that case we are in the real space pairing 
regime[146]. The second group proposes a completely new electronic system 
which is described by so called t-J  Hamiltonian obtained as a strongly cor
related limit of one band Hubbard model. However, the question of whether 
t-J  model leads to a superconducting state is still open. In this chapter, we 
present a critical review of theories for high temperature superconductors.

70
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4.1 BCS Type Superconductivity

4.1.1 Phonons, Bipolarons

It is known that formally there is no upper limit for Tc in phonon mech- 
anism[147]. As i/ —> oo the BCS expression for Tc gives ksTc ~  1.14^o;jD. 
Therefore large critical temperatures can be achieved. This limiting pro
cedure is not correct since the BCS expression is valid only in the weak 
coupling (small u ) regime. Otherwise the appropriate way is to calculate Tc 
from Eliashberg’s equations which is a hard task to do analytically. There 
are approximate solutions however. Allen and Dynes[148] have derived an 
asymptotic expression which is valid for very large u

hsTc ^  > (1)
where ü =  u — fx*. Therefore there is no constraint on the largeness of Tc] 
when the effective coupling constant or mean square of the phonon spectrum 
increases Tc increases. The main problem of phonon mechanism is the possi
bility of a lattice instability. If the electron-phonon interaction is very strong 
the phonon spectrum is strongly renormalized. This may cause a transition 
to a charge density wave (CDW) state. This new state is possibly non- 
metallic owing to the appearance of energy gap at the Fermi level. Another 
drawback of phonon theories is that since both the interaction parameter v 
and the Debye frequency ujd depend on the phonon spectrum we cannot in
crease u indefinitely while keeping ujd constant. When u increases to large 
values ujd will decrease. The difficulty comes from the fact that we don’t 
know quantitatively when and how such instabilities appear. The reduced or 
vanishing isotope effect in high-Tc materials is consistent with attractive in
teraction arising from a mechanism other than phonons. Nevertheless, there 
are several studies explaining high Tc superconductivity by lattice vibrations 
(phonons, bipolarons, ...).

The crucial problem of phonon mechanism is the calculation of the cou
pling constant u which can be written as

< y 2 >
z/ =  N(Ef )- (2)M  < u;2 >

where N(Ep) is the density of states at the Fermi level, <  > is the mean
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square electron-phonon matrix element, M is the ionic mass and <  >  is
the mean square phonon frequency [149].

Electron-phonon matrix elements are calculated by two different methods.

• B loch  M ethod:This approach is based on ordinary perturbation the
ory. Taking M  < > and calculating 77 =  N{Ep) < > we can
find u in an efficient way by a method due to Gaspaxi and Gyorffy[150]. 
They assume a muffin-tin potential which moves rigidly with moving 
electrons. If the material is a compound then u is found by adding con
tributions arising from different atoms. An application of this method 
to La^CuOi yields reasonable results[61j. In this case u is found from

1/ ~  (- VLa + rjCu + VO
-) (3)' MLa < <̂ La > ^Cu < ^Cu > Mq < Oj}, >

where Cu and 0  denominators are almost equal, but La has a negli
gible contribution. Figure 4.1 shows the coupling constant u and the 
critical temperature Tc which are calculated as a function of the oxygen 
frequency u>o for pure and doped materials. We see that it is possible

Figure 4.1: Calculated values of u and Tc of La2-xMxCuO\ 

This figure is taken from reference [61].

to reach Tc’s as high as 40 K. However the same method gives critical 
temperatures less than 14 K  for FHa2C'u3 0 7 [1 5 1 ,1 5 2 ,15 3 ].
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• Frochlich M eth od : This approach is based on a perturbation expan
sion in a basis of wave functions moving with the atoms. The results 
are similar to those of the Bloch approach[154].

When the electron-phonon coupling is large enough, due to strong inter
action or large density of states at the Fermi level, electrons form polaxons 
and critical temperature of a superconductor composed of such tightly bound 
pairs will presumably be high. Bednorz and Miiller was motivated by the idea 
that Jahn-Teller distortion might cause an increment in the coupling constant 
u. In this case Jahn-Teller polarons are formed[155,156]. Labbe and Bole sug
gested that in the presence of logarithmic van Hove singularity in a half-filled 
band of two dimensional Fermi system u might increase without decreasing 
o;£>[157]. However, this idea lacks of the crucial role of interplanar coupling.

Several authors proposed the CDW insulator as a starting model for CuO^ 
planes in the undoped parent compounds, e.g., Ta2C'u0 4 [15 8 ,159 ]. When the 
material is doped, i.e., the holes are introduced, it becomes conductor. The 
carriers are coupled to lattice vibrations so that they are dressed by phonons 
to form polaxons whose binding energy is less than the CDW gap. Two 
polarons can attract each other and form a bipolaron which obeys Bose- 
Einstein statistics.

Prelovsek, et al.[158] propose that superconductivity can be described by 
the Hamiltonian

jff =  - i  ^  ^  S  Suiol^tti^ -t- ^A” ̂  ti? -I-17 n,|n,i (4)
<ij>c i,(T i i

where t is the nearest neighbor hopping matrix element, U is on-site Coulomb 
repulsion integral, u,· is lattice deformation at site i due to oxygen breath
ing mode and 6ui is the displacement of the atom relative to its nearest 
neighbors. When U < 8V’̂ /K, the undoped system is unstable against CDW 
formation. If V^/Kt < 1  then an extra hole forms a polaron whose energy 
is less than the CDW gap A =  4Vuo. Two polarons bound into a bipolaron 
under the condition U < W^/K. These results axe valid for two dimensions. 
The effective mass of the bipolaron is given by mou^/a  ̂ where u is the dis
placement relative to the next nearest neighbors (so called staggered relative 
displacement) and a is the lattice paxameter. Typically this mass is of the 
order of a few electron masses. The critical temperature, below which the
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bipolarons condensate, for an einisotropic Bose geis is given by

2irĥ  , NT .=
(m r̂rij^mzy^^kg  ̂2.612V 

where N  is the number of bosons and V is the volume in which they are 
contained. Since effective mass is inversely proportional to the band curvature 
and due to the weak coupling the bands are flat in the z direction, is large. 
However, in plane effective masses rrix and m¡, can still be small enough to 
give high Tc’s.

To understand the physics of bipolaron formation let us consider a chain 
of MOe octahedrons where M  is a metal (Fig. 4.2) [160] Each M  atom has a 
valence 2+. When an extra hole is introduced this picture changes; the site 
which contains the hole becomes With this argument we are tacitly
assuming that holes are localized and thus we can talk about the position of a 
hole in the real space. There is always a probability for this hole to propagate

:)î/3 (5)

( f )

(9)

I I iJ.i I I t
■ i T ' i L l i n  

TlJirilJii 
T ' T i u m

Figure 4.2: Formation of the bipolaxon from small polarons

(a) and (b) show the translational invariance of polaron. (c) and (d) are related 
with the binding of polarons. Figures on the right hand side are the pseudo-spin 

representations of processes on the left[160].

through the chain due to the nonzero value of tuimeling amplitude between 
adjacent sites. This probability increases if the overlaps of and 0  atomic 
wave functions become larger. The motion of the hole is coupled with the lat
tice vibrations through this process. Since M̂ "·· has a smaller spatial extent 
the MOe octahedron shrinks and enhances the tunneling probability. This 
contraction is isotropic. It is also possible that M̂ '*' or is a Jahn-Teller
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ion. For example, if M̂ "*· is a Jahn-Teller ion the accompanying octahedron 
may elongate. An extra hole on will polarize the surrounding oxygen 
atoms but when there is a Jahn-Teller distortion associated with the change 
in valence the electron-phonon coupling becomes very strong. The stronger 
is the electron-phonon coupling the smaller is the extent of the phonon cloud 
surrounding the extra hole. Therefore, a small polaron is created. It is also 
possible to describe such mixed valence polaxons by pseudo spin formalism 
[161]. In this approach elongated octahedrons correspond to a spin-up while 
Jahn-Teller deformed ones are associated with spin-down. This model de
scribed by Ising ferromagnet

( 6)

where Kx,Ky,Kz >  0 and Kz ^  Kx,Ky. First excited state is flip of one of 
the spins which can be thought as a kink-antikink pair. This pair is extremely 
stable, therefore, it can move freely like solitons. When two polarons are 
separate they deform different parts of lattice and deformation means an 
increment in energy. However, if polarons are near to each other toted lattice 
distortion is less them the previous case since distorted region overlap. Thus, 
if the Coulomb repulsion between the polarons is not very large they bound 
to form a bipolaron. Bipolaxon formation can also be explained by the pseudo 
spin formalism. Neglecting Kx and Ky in comparison to Kz we see that flip of 
two separate spins costs in energy of 4 Kz while the same process need 2 Kz for 
adjacent spins. In the intermediate state of bipolaron transport such a virtual 
phonon emission and absorption occur that an effective repulsion between 
bipolarons appears and therefore bipoleirons move separately. [146,162].

At this point it is helpful to mention how the nature of polaronic or bipola- 
ronic superconductivity changes as the relative magnitudes of polaxonic band 
width t, optical phonon frequency u)o and electron-phonon coupling parame
ter u change. In the adiabatic limit w<> <C therefore, the lattice vibrations 
axe too slow to follow the motion of bipolarons. If u then the electrons 
surrounded by phonon clouds form large polarons. These polaxons interact 
through the overlap of phonon clouds. For low enough densities of polaxons 
superconductivity is observed. If the density is not low, superconductivity 
and CDW simultaneously exist. In the so called antiadiabatic limit we always 
get small polarons. There are two limiting cases: weak and strong attrac
tion. If the attraction is strong we again get a Cooper pair but with a crucial
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difference from conventional ones. In this case not only those in a thin shell 
at the Fermi level but all electrons in the Fermi sea contribute to the pair 
formation. In the strong interaction limit Schafroth type superconductivity 
is observed [163,164,165]. The superconductivity is not due to BCS pairing 
but it arises from condensation of charged Bose particles. Furthermore the 
energy spectrum is gapless in contrast to BCS theory and also w oc A: for the 
long wavelength excitations (Fig. 4.3). Nonzero gap values measured for high

yy'/ ////'' f r e e  ' / / / ■ / . · '  
■Pa r t  I c  l  e  - h o l e  

'//''y/// c o n t i n u u m / / ^ ·

0  T l/2

WAVEVECTOR

Figure 4.3: Energy dispersion relation for bipolarons 

The electron-phonon coupling v decreases for curves from 1 to 4[166].

Tc materials contradict such a bipolaronic mechanism. However, we should 
be careful in the interpretation of experimental results. For example, tunnel
ing experiments should be examined in terms of a dissociation of bipolarons 
instead of conventional tunneling theory of BCS type superconductivity.

4.1.2 Plasmons, Excitons, Polarization Waves

These three excitations have a common property: They involve transfer 
of charge. As a result of this they are called charge transfer excitations.

When the characteristic frequency of the pairing mechanism increases we 
expect that the critical temperature Tc becomes larger provided that the 
coupling coefficient is not effected too much. This is apparent from simple
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BCS expression. Main problems are time scale of the plasmon excitations 
and strength of the electron plasmon-coupling. Characteristic time scale l/o> 
of a pairing mechanism should satisfy I/o; -C %/Ep in order to overscreen 
Coulomb repulsion. This inequality simply means that disturbance created 
by an electron should live until the second one comes. For normal plasmon 
excitations 1/oj and fi/Ep are almost the same, therefore they do not satisfy 
this condition.

There are studies which suggest that when the electrons belong to several 
bands it is possible to obtain an acoustic branch, the so-called demon in the 
plasmon spectrum [167,168,169,170,171,172]. Here by acoustic plasmons we 
mean plasmons having linear dispersion relation near the origin. Then the 
order parameter A(o>n, k) describing the pairing in two dimensions can be 
written as

T
A{u}n,k) — J ^  kT îiJn <̂ n’jk k')F\u}njk) (7)

This is a generalization of Eliashberg’s equation where u;„ =  (2n +  l ) 7rT, 
jPt is the anomalous Green’s function, F is the total vertex and k is the 
momentum. F has contributions from plasmons and phonons so that F =  
Fp/ +  Tph. According to Geilikman, Targer and Kreşin for overlapping energy 
bands

r „  =  { V n  +  (8)

where Fn =  Fn;n and in the random phase approximation 5" =  1 +  KuHi +  
K22II2 + n ı n 2İî and R =  V̂ 2 — V11V22· Here K’s axe Coulomb matrix elements 
and H’s axe polarization operators which axe found from

f cos <f>
«(9 » 2 7 t2  Jq Qi· —  cos ^  +  iS cos <I> (9)

with ai =  u)/vFiq where vpi is the Fermi velocity in the band. In the 
region ofcj — q plane which corresponds to o:i 1  and «2  •C 1  we obtain

Hi ~  —  
7T

n  -II2 — ----------Ö7T LO^

Thus we end up with an acoustic plasmon branch Wp/,« oc q. This implies that 
there exist soft plasmons which can cause an attractive interaction between 
electrons or holes. In other words plasmons take the place of phonons.
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In two dimensions, u; changes as w oc for small q. Although in high Tc 
materials there are layers, the structure is not strictly two dimensional. As a 
result of the weak coupling in the c direction plasmons have large mass in this 
direction and light mass along the planes. Thus, we expect a small gap in the 
spectrum at low frequencies [173]. This gap is almost an order of magnitude 
greater than the Debye frequency therefore acoustic plasmons can lead to 
high Tc’s. Plasmons seem promising in that sense but we shouldn’t forget 
that the coupling parameter is also important and the number of acoustic 
plasmons is small.

Ashkenazi and Kuper have separated the local electron density into fast 
and slow parts according to rate of fluctuations, and they proposed the fol
lowing Hamiltonian

H =  E [n(t)]+T{t), (10)

where n(t) is the instantaneous electron density and T(t) is the correction 
due to nonadiabatic effects.

Using the normal coordinate transformation

n(r, t) =  n(f) =  ^  A{q, f -  R)Q(q, t) exp{iq- R), (11)
<l,r

where /  j A P= 1  and A {q ,^  =  0 outside the unit cell, they were able to 
express the Hamiltonian as

E = E[n]-^-\Y, K(q)Q{q, i f +  \Y ,  M(q,
q q

Here K  =  -b -b where
_  g2j;manÿ-6orfÿ[y^j

dQ{^^ 

K-iq) =  j :  , P
ijka

ikcr
fjeijk)) -  f{ej{k  -b

M (^  =  - T ,

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

and /  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. We observe that M  > 0, <
0, AT® > 0 and >  0. If AT =  AT°-b AT -̂bA^  ̂< 0 then the plasmon energy is
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negative. This indicates that there is a Frochlich-Peierles instability resulting 
in a CDW formation. Plasmon softening is observed if 7iT > 0 but small and 
M is large. We see that this condition is satisfied when e,(A:) — ej(k +  axe 
very small. If e,(A:) =  €j{k +  ^ , ^is said to satisfy the Fermi surface nesting 
condition.

Coexistence of the plasmon and electron-phonon mechanisms is also a 
possibility. In that case under the weak electron-plasmon coupling assump
tion the critical temperature is given by [174]

T, =  T f{ü ^ i/ T fy (17)

where is the critical temperature for phonon mechanism only, Çlpi ~  
0.5Ef , t =  +  An important point to note is that electron-plasmon
coupling constant Upi changes with carrier concentration n as Upi <x and
n is small for high Tc materials.

While the dynamic charge transfer for plasmons is completely delocalized 
in the whole gas composed of electrons in the conduction band around the 
Fermi level Ef , an exciton involves a single electron-hole pair away from Ef - 
The term chaxge-transfer-excitation is used to describe an exciton involving 
charge transfer . There has been considerable interest in exciton mechanism 
[175,176]. Ginzburg has proposed that excitonic mechanism can lead to high 
critical temperatures [177]. At this point, we should point out that exciton in
teraction in the context of superconductivity is used in reference to electronic 
excitations, it is not restricted to Mott-Wannier or Frenkel excitons.

An important difference between phonon and exciton mechanisms is that 
in the latter the exchange interactions must be considered. This is due to the 
fact that while phonon modes result from the motion of ions which are dis
tinguishable from electrons, in the excitonic mechanism conduction electrons 
and exciton- electrons are identical. Therefore, the pairing matrix elements 
are reduced to avoid self interaction.

Jellium model is a widely used approximation to describe the electron- 
phonon interaction[27,178]. In the case u) ·< qvF where vf is the Fermi 
velocity and damping is neglected, the interaction is given by

4TrêV(q) = (18)
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with
e{oj,q) =  1  +  — ----- ^

Here (x>i =  yJ(4Tre^Zn)/M is the plasma frequency of the ions which axe given 
in terms of ion charge eZ, ion mass M  and electron concentration n. 1/k 
is the screening length of electrons. In this model the effect of positively 
charged ions can be approximated by a continuous positively charged liquid 
whose motion is analyzed classically. By generalizing the jellium model, we 
can understand basic features of exciton mechanism [179]. We simply add 
a set of harmonic oscillators with an eigenfrequency il, corresponding to an 
electron transition

-2 ,,,? о 2Г̂ „ _  1 ^
(19)/ Л -  1)9) =  l +  ~ -----  ̂+  ^iP — u>̂

Since i) corresponds to an electronic oscillator , then ^  a;,·. Knowing the 
permittivity e we can write down the interaction V and calculate the critical 
temperature Tc using

4Trê
V e(uj,q)q^

4тге̂  f. . (¿o ~  +f (jjfi
u;2 — u;29 +  I “  '̂ g,ph

Averaging over angles, we obtain under the condition ¡¡¡^^ ·< 1 {qp is the 
Fermi momentum) that

- l ) f l ^ '
v ^ v k +  ...+‘  f  ^a>2 -a>?/e§ ^  / ’

where Vc is q-average of Vc =  .

(21)

We now consider only Coulomb and phonon interactions. We can maJce an 
approximation for their frequency dependence and write the total interaction 
as Uo =  Uc +  Ua with

1 iV(0)ci 

[ 0

Ш < Up 
(Jj > Шр

(2 2 )

Ua=\
f N{0)c2 
1 0

LO <U>c
a; >  Wc

(23)

here Cl > 0, C2 <  0 and uJc -C <̂f and iOc Fermi and cut off frequencies 
respectively. However as can be seen from the gap equation the contribution
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of the terms Uc and Ua are different for different frequencies. This effect can 
be taken into account by replacing Uc with U*[27] where

Ucu*  =  -
" 1 +  Ĉ cln

(24)

In this case the total effective interaction can be written as

Uo,ejj =  ^
Ua +  

0
l+Ucln'̂ CO <  U>c

CO >  LOc

(26)

We see that when we include exciton interaction it becomes more important 
than phonon coupling for cq ^  1· Furthermore, if we also have Qg =  
cop, Coulomb repulsion is suppressed too. Therefore we obtain the above 
approximate result for exciton with ooc replaced by Qg- Using the formula 
derived by McMillan[149] we obtain

1  +  1/Tc ~ öe exp  ̂- :/ -  ^*(1 +  i/)

1 +  /Li In

ûp =  -—cop 
K B

(26)

We observe that depending on the parameters 6g, v and /z, Tg can have very 
large values.

Before looking for possible systems in which excitonic superconductivity 
might occur, let us ask the following question: can a superconducting tran
sition be observed in two and one dimensional systems ? If the fluctuations 
are neglected the answer is yes. Both macroscopic and microscopic theories 
do not put any restriction on the dimensionality. A superconducting tran
sition involves a long range order (LRO), i.e., the complex order parameter 
changes in space through a well defined way so that two points are always 
correlated no matter what the distance is. When the fluctuations are taken 
into account it has been shown that LRO is destroyed for two and one di
mensional systems in thermal equilibrium [180,181]. By a low dimensional 
system we understand that the system is not excited in certzdn directions so 
that it looses these degrees of freedom and thus its dimensionality is lowered. 
For example, if an electron gas is placed in a quantum well in the z direction 
and all the particles are in the ground state of the quantum well then we 
can forget this degree of freedom and just consider xy plane. However, in
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practice one or two dimensional systems can remain superconducting over a 
long period of time. The reason is that the probability of being in a state 
where the LRO is destroyed is very small.

In 1964, Ginzburg [182] proposed that excitonic superconductivity might 
be observed in sandwich type systems composed of dielectric-metal lay- 
ers(Fig. 4.4). Dielectric is the medium in which excitons propagate. These 
excitons pair the electrons in the metallic layer. Copperoxide superconduc-

Figure 4.4: Pairing of electrons via excitons in a dielectric medium

Electrons propagate through the metal layer and they are coupled by excitons in
the dielectric region[179].

tors can be viewed as composed of conducting CuO  ̂ planes separated by 
insulating layers. That is why exciton mechanism has been put forward as a 
possible explanation of high Tc[183,184,185j.

There are also exciton exchange models in which the excitons are within 
the CuO^ plane itself. Weber and coworkers proposed an intrasite charge 
transfer mechanism : d — d excitation model [186,187,188]. The basis for this 
mechanism is an extension of the Emery model, it is the three band extended 
Hubbard model (Fig. 4.5). In the Emery model, the possibility of a single 
dj;2 ŷ2 hole excitation to a higher energy orbital with different symmetry, 
e-g·) dzẑ -r'i is not tahen into account. While Cu — dx2 ŷ2 orbital points in the 
Cu02 plane the orbital elongates perpendicular to planes. As a result
we expect that intersite Coulomb repulsion for d orbitals of dzẑ r̂'̂  symmetry
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Figure 4.5: Energy level diagram for Cu d and O p states

The copper d states are localized and mobile oxygen holes interact with the copper
spins[189].

is smaller than for those of d̂ 2 ŷ2 symmetry. Therefore, when a conduc
tion hole, jumping from 0  to O, comes to a certain site, the Cu holes on the 
neighboring sites will be excited from (¿a,2_j,2 to ¿3 2̂_r2. Since, in doing so, Cu 
holes will leave a region of negative charge and a second hole can be attracted. 
Although such intrasite transitions axe dipole forbidden they have been ob
served in several compounds of transition metals[190,191,192,193,194]. The 
key point is that this interaction mechanism is on a much higher energy scale 
in comparison to conventional phonon mediated pairing. Therefore it can 
lead to high Since in d — d excitations Cu charge is conserved, on-site 
Coulomb repulsion for copper site does not appear. The actual excitation 
energy is the Jahn-Teller splitting S E j t  and this splitting determines the 
scale factor for Tc.

Another model due to Varma, et al., involving excitons is related to the 
charge transfer excitations between copper and oxygen atoms [195,196,197]. 
When the on-site Coulomb repulsion U is large, it is known that simple
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Hubbard model has an insulating antiferromagnetic ground state for half 
filling, i.e. one electron per site. Excited states are separated by a gap from 
the ground state. Excitations are characterized by motion of an electron or 
hole from one site to another. Therefore one site becomes empty and one site 
becomes doubly occupied costing a Coulomb repulsion energy U. This model 
has been applied to oxides of 3 d transition metals [192]. While it explains 
physical properties of oxides for left hand side and middle of the transition 
metal series, it fails for the elements on the right hand side. For example, it 
is not adequate for NiO. The reason is that in the simple Hubbard model 
nonmagnetic oxygen sites are neglected, but elementary excitations in NiO 
involves charge transfer between O and Ni sites. Varma, et al. proposed that 
a similar situation may occur in copper oxides. Therefore, in their model they 
used the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian

H =  X ; e<in<i +  CpTip +  f +  ^-c.)

X  n d ^ U d i + X  «pî̂ pl + U p d X  T ip U d (27)

We will return to this Hamiltonian in the discussion of t-J  model. For the half 
filling of the conduction band the energy difference between the configurations 
Cw^O~ and is given by

A jE ^¿ed-€p +  Ud-Up (28)

where we neglected the hybridization energy t and on-site Coulomb repulsion 
for oxygen holes Up. If E  <C Ud, then low lying excitations are charge trans
fer excitations rather than configurations with doubly occupied copper sites. 
These low energy charge fluctuations constitute the attractive interaction of 
the theory. If iJj >  E  i , the system becomes a Mott insulator as a result 
of the suppressed hopping term. A sharp change from metallic to insulating 
phase, i.e., from delocalized electrons to localized electrons is known as Mott 
transition. However, for high %  materials it seems that this is not the case; 
the system is near to a metal insulator transition. Upon doping the hole 
concentration increases and as a result of this, antiferromagnetic state leaves 
its place to a metallic phase. Although their results do not depend on this as
sumption Varma, et al., assume that extra holes go to copper sites and make 
them Cû ·*· ions. They show that if the energy corresponding to the transfer 
of an electron from 0^~ to Cû '̂  is less than the bandwidth, the system is 
metallic and they propose that this model describes the superconductivity
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of high Tc materials. In spite of these promising results it is not clear that 
the layers between Cu02 planes are polarizable so that excitons can leave. 
Also, there is no satisfactory explanation for the fact that several compounds 
containing CuOi planes are not superconducting.

An interesting model based on the assumption that high Tc materials 
contain conducting and polarizable planes has been proposed by Harrison 
[198]. It turns out that when two electrons are very near to such a plane total 
electrostatic interaction becomes attractive for large enough polarizabilities. 
The total electron electron interaction can be written as

'yâ êV M  =  t _______________ ________________
’· +  (2a)2 V^^r-‘ +  ( 2 a f

(29)

where r is the distance between the electrons, a is the lattice constant of 
square CuO^ plane and 7  is related to polarizability a by

1  +

. The first term is the direct Coulomb repulsion between the electrons, the 
second term contains the electrostatic interaction between electrons and their 
images and the last term, which is responsible from the net attractive force, 
is polarization interaction. The total electron electron interaction for 7  =  
0.8003 is plotted in the Fig. 4.6. The specific value of 7  has been chosen 
to give the critical temperature of 1-2-3 compound, namely 90 K, when 
substituted into the Tc expression of the theory which is obtained by using a 
variational wave function.

4.1.3 Magnons and Spin Waves

Transport properties, neutron scattering and muon rotation experiments 
show that magnetism plays an important role in high Tc materials. The spins 
associated with the copper atoms in the oxide superconductors may be in an 
antiferromagnetic, a spin density wave or a resonating valence bond (RVB) 
state.

The magnon pairing mechanism of high temperature superconductivity is 
based on the assumption that the attractive interaction between the con
duction electrons is due to the magnetic interactions [199]. According to
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Figure 4.6: Interaction potential for the Harrison model

The net electron-electron interaction is attractive if the polarizability is high
enough[198].

generalized valence bond calculations [200] the copper oxide planes contain 
singly occupied localized Cû '̂  orbitals and the spins of the adjacent copper 
sites are coupled antiferromagnetically via the bridging oxygen with a
Heisenberg coupling term Jdd- When the material is doped extra holes go to 
nonbonding p orbitals and they remain localized in the plane. In this case 
oxygen sites containing hole become 0~. These holes are mobile eind they 
form energy bands. The spin of a singly occupied oxygen site is ferromag- 
netically coupled to the spins of the adjacent copper sites. The strength of 
this Heisenberg type coupling is given by Jocu· The origin of the attractive 
interaction is a mechanism common to several magnetic theories. A mobile 
hole lives behind a line with ferromagnetically ordered Cu spins. It is en
ergetically favorable for a second hole to scatter into this line rather then 
moving through the antiferromagnetically ordered Cu spins. Therefore the 
net interaction between the oxygen holes is attractive.

The value of Jdd is smaller for Cu atoms adjacent to an oxygen hole and 
P =  {Jdd +  <̂ <i(i)/2 J(iii[2 0 1] where Jdd is the coupling constant in the presence 
of the hole. Using random phase approximation for the copper spins it is 
possible to show that the hole-hole interaction to the lowest order is given
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by

=  -<^P{Q)i ' (30)

where c =  Jld/{ST̂ \Jdd\)̂  r =  —2 < Sdi * Sdj > for nearest neighbors and

P{Q) =  1 +  -(cos(Qa:a) +  cos(Qya)), (31)

• ·where a is the Cu-Cu distance and Q =  k2 ~ h\. Two lowest order diagrams 
contributing to this interaction are shown in Fig. 4.7. In the case of triplet

Figure 4.7: Electron-magnon coupling diagrams 

+ and -  label copper d magnons[199].

pairing for example the interaction potential can be written as

Vie =  -  P (Q 'W -  (32)

Chen, et al., solve the gap equation and they find the following expression 
for the critical temperature

(33)

Here Л is a coefficient appearing in the factorized form of V-ĵ g and ocJdd is a 
measure of the cutoff in the integration perpendicular to the Fermi surface.

Magnon theory has been used mainly for Tc calculations. It is not clear 
that this theory is capable of explaining other data (magnetic, spectroscapic, 
etc.). Furthermore, the values of Heisenberg coupling constants used in the 
calculations seem to be in contradiction with the experimental values.

Another approach to the theory of high Tc is the spin bag mechanism [25]. 
In this theory the effective Hubbard on-site interelectronic Coulomb repulsion
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U is assumed to be sufHciently small in comparison to the valence band width 
w so that the Mott-Hubbard condensation does not occur. Since at half 
filling Fermi surface nesting is observed it is assumed that a commensurate 
spin density wave (SDW) is created. As in the case of charge density wave 
(CDW) lowering of the electronic energy is achieved by opening a gap at the 
Fermi surface. This time the new periodic structure is not due to the charge 
but spin. However, there is still finite range spin order due to the U term. 
As a result of this, the gap varies with position and time and it is called 
pseudogap. Furthermore, if the SDW remains commensurate beyond the 
half filling then the doped holes go to states below the gap edge. The added 
hole depresses the gap in its vicinity since local electronic charge density is 
reduced. Thus the hole remains in a bag which is produced by itself. Here we 
assume that the bag size is small in comparison with the domain sizes, i.e., 
the spin correlation length which is of order 200 Afor La2Cu04-y. Finally, it 
is assumed that when another hole approaches the two quasiparticles having 
charge e and spin 1/2 are confined in the bag. This is true if the Coulomb 
repulsion is weaker then the attractive interaction.

Schrieffer, et al., calculate the superconducting energy gap as

A,c(0) A 5Dwexp(—l/iV’(-i'F)V’). (34)

where A sdw is the SDW gap, V is the strength of the pairing potential near 
the Fermi surface and N(E) is the density of states given by

y/2 ___|E|__N{E) =
iirW -  A|

(35)
SDW

The calculated U values (Table 4.1) are not small but the results of this 
type of calculations are controversial. Therefore starting from small 17, the 
spin bag theory explains the superconductivity. However, recently it has been 
shown that at zero temperature the commensurate antiferromagnetic state 
is unstable against domain formation for arbitrarily small deviations from 
half filling[202]. On one side of the domain wall sublattice A is occupied 
by up-spins mostly and sublattice B is composed of down-spins. On the 
other side of the wall the roles of A and B  sublattices are interchanged. 
The added holes then go to the bound states in these walls. The resulting 
incommensurate antiferromagnet is insulating. These results are contrary to 
the basic assumptions of the spin bag mechanism.
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eV
Cp €d 3.6

ipd<7 1.3
tpp 0.65
Ud 10.5

Upd 1.2

Up 4

Table 4 .1 : Parameters of the Emery Hamiltonian

4.2 t—J Model

One of the first and most general models was proposed by Emery [203]. 
According to this theory the Hamiltonian for a single CuOi plane may be 
written as

H  =  Ciidio-djV +  y~! p̂PimirPlma
ic lm<T

“f“ i,^pdap\rn<7^i<^ +  /l.C.) +  i^PpPimaPl^rnfo^ 4" h .C .)
<i;lyTn>

4" ^ V U 4“ ^  ̂ UpdTllma'̂ ia*
i <U>naa^

4“  ̂ ^ V UpTll-fYicrTliff̂ i(jt (36)

Here d\̂  is the creation operator for a hole of spin <7 in 3 — dx2 ŷi state of Cu 
atom at site i. Similarly creates a hole in 2 Px̂ y state on O atom at site /. 
< >  sign indicates nearest neighbors. The first two terms axe the self energies 
of copper and oxygen holes, respectively. The third and the fourth (h.c.) 
terms correspond to hopping of a hole from copper to oxygen and oxygen 
to copper respectively. The fifth and the sixth terms, having the matrix 
element ¿pp are direct oxygen oxygen hopping interactions. The remaining 
three U terms axe associated with Coulomb repulsion of holes. The first 
one is intraatomic copper hole repulsion. Similarly, The last one describes 
the correlation effects for oxygen holes on the same site. The second one 
gives the interatomic interaction of holes, one on oxygen and one on copper. 
Calculated values of the parameters axe shown in Table 4.1(204].

The Emery Hamiltonian reduces to a single band Hubbard model which 
is the basis of RVB theory, in the limits ( 1 ) Upd =  0,Ud =  Up =  U and
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(2 ) Upd, Udi tpd Ai =  €p — €q. We know that the band structure of two 
dimensional Cu02 plane can be well approximated by a simple tight binding 
calculation. In single band model only the antibonding one of the three bands 
is taken into account. In the first one of the limiting cases given above, Cu 
d and O p orbitals are combined to give the states in this antibonding band. 
The second limit is simply the condition that extra holes go to Cu sites rather 
than oxygens. This means that we have effectively one atom per unit cell and 
this bring us to single band again.

If 17d > A  +  2Updi then the gap for conductivity, i.e., the barrier to be 
overcome by copper hole is determined by the charge transfer energy A. 
This energy is associated with the process Cu+0~. In the
Emery model, this limit describes the undoped material. Therefore, insu
lating phases of copper oxide high T« superconductors are viewed as charge 
transfer insulators. The extra holes, coming from doping, go to oxygen p 
band. This assumption has been supported by experimental evidence show
ing that state is not altered by doping[205]. O — p holes hybridize
with Cu — d holes and as a result of this hybridization an antiferromagnetic 
exchange interaction appears between oxygen and copper holes. C u-0  anti
ferromagnetic exchange interaction competes with the Cu-Cu superexchange 
interaction. Since the latter is weaker antiferromagnetic long range order is 
destroyed. These two interactions constitute the pairing mechanisms of sev
eral models including Emery’s.

A schematic configuration is shown below Fig. 4.8. Oxygen holes, the 
arrows, can move around the dashed squares without flipping copper spins 
provided that the copper spin sitting at the center of the square is opposite 
the spin of the oxygen. This antiparallel configuration is due to the antifer
romagnetic exchange interaction between mobile 0  —p and localized Cu — d 
holes. Oxygen hole can move to the next copper site only if the spin of the 
copper is antiparallel to that of the oxygen. Since copper spins were initially 
in an antiferromagnetic order this opposite spin condition is not satisfied. 
There is a way for propagating however: copper spins can flip. Therefore, 
oxygen hole will leave behind a line of flipped copper spins (Fig. 4.9). Since 
the antiferromagnetic long range order is destroyed, this process needs en
ergy which comes from the kinetic energy of the oxygen hole. Then гıfter 
a few hoppings the hole cannot propagate. If on the other hand a second
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Figure 4.8: Emery model

+, -  denote the orientation of Cu (filled circles) spins, O (open circles) holes are
shown by t,J.[206].
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Figure 4.9: Hole propagation

The double parallel lines show the broken Cu-Cu antiferromagnetic bonds[206].

hole traces the path of the first one with reflipping the copper spins to their 
original state then it is energetically more favorable for two holes to move 
together [206].

Another model based on the correlations of holes in the CuO^ planes is 
due to Aharony et al.[207j. In this model it is assumed that mobile oxygen 
holes in the nonbonding orbitals form a conduction band at the Fermi level. 
The holes on the copper sites are fixed. Although they have many similarities 
Ahaxony and Emery model differ in that the latter deals with the antibonding 
orbitals.

In the absence of oxygen holes copper spins axe ordered antiferromagneti- 
cally with an exchange constant J. Additional oxygen holes also interact with
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the copper spins. This leads to an effective nearest neighbor copper-copper 
interaction with an exchange constant K. If this ferromagnetic interaction is 
strong enough it overcomes the antiferromagnetic interaction and as a result 
one of the Cu spins flip. In the flipping process while creation of a K  bond 
causes a lowering in the energy, destruction of three J bonds results in an 
increment. Final state is the result of the competition of these two interac
tions. With this picture we can explain the pairing. While two far away spin 
flipping processes need breaJcing of total of six bonds, this number reduces to 
four, for nearest neighbor coppers. Thus, two holes are paired with a binding 
energy 2 J. It has been shown by Aharony, et ah, that due to the Coulomb 
effects opposite spin configuration is more stable then the parallel one. They 
calculate the hole concentration dependence of the critical temperature and 
find that their result agrees with the experimental curve. All of these calcu-

6 0
5 0 L Q 2 - x S r x C u 0 4

1
^  Shafer,el al.
■ van Dover, el al.

-  1 o,· Torrance,el al.
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Figure 4.10: Aharony model

Superconducting transition temperature versus hole concentration[208].

lations have been done within an Ising model framework. Heisenberg model 
extension of the calculations has also been performed[209]. Camley, et al., 
show that binding energy of the pair is smedler in that case. If oxygen-oxygen 
hopping energy and Coulomb repulsion are small, it is found that holes form 
clusters rather than pairs.
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After the discovery of high temperature superconductors Anderson pro
posed a new mechanism, resonating valence bond (RVB), based on an hy
pothetical state which had been put forward by himself in 1973(210,211]. 
This theory was founded on the assumptions that high Tc materials are very 
strongly correlated systems and the ground state of this system is called the 
RVB state. Starting with a one band model and assuming that correlation 
effects are strong we obtain the t-J  model which contains a hopping term (t) 
and Heisenberg type interaction (J).

We start with the Emery’s Hamiltonian. Since there is a lot of parameters 
the system can behave in very different ways depending on the values of these 
constants. It is widely accepted that at half filling, i.e., one hole per Cu 
site, the system can be described by Heisenberg model with nearest neighbor 
interactions. Here the interacting spins are those of holes on Cu. There 
are no holes on oxygens yet. If Ud > €p — cq , which is the case for the 
values given for the Emery model, then any additional holes will go into the 
O — 2p states. However, this does not specify the orbital to which the holes 
should go. They go into the 7r-bonding or <7-bonding orbitals. The first one 
points perpendicular to C u -0  axis while the second one points along the 
C u -0  axis and it hybridizes strongly with the orbitals on the copper.
Cluster calculations show that x-bonding orbitals are preferred[200] but total 
energy density functional calculations favor <j orbitals[204,212].

In the first case a possible effective Hamiltonian is given by [213]

H =  ^  tppp]mcPl'ma + h.C. +  J ^  Si ‘ S j +  J' ^  S{ ■ Si- (37)
/,/V <ij> <il>

Here localized spins on Cu'̂ '̂  ions interact with their nearest neighbors via 
Heisenberg coupling as can be seen from the third term. The first two terms 
describe a Fermi liquid for the 0  holes and the last term is related to the 
exchange interaction between O holes and their neighboring Cu spins. There
fore, Cu sites have only spin degree of freedom, number of particles on a 
certain site do not change and 0  sites have both spin and charge degrees of 
freedom, holes can hop from site to site. The key question is that whether 
the localized Cu spins mediate axi attractive interaction between the mobile 
holes. In the BCS superconductivity there are two types of degrees of free
dom: electrons and phonons. However, nuclear relaxation rate measurements 
of high Tc materials show that spins are paired below Tc so that they do no
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constitute a separate degree of freedom to mediate superconductivity.

The other possibility, pdcr hybridization case, have some controversial 
results. Consider the simplest model for studying correlation effects, the 
single band Hubbard Hamiltoniein[214]

H = t +  h.c.) +  UJ2
< ij> < 7  i

(38)

Here we consider only Си sites[210]. Zhang and Rice proposed that two 
band model can be reduced to an effective one band model under certain 
conditions[215]. The idea is that hybridization of Си 3dx2̂ y2 hole orbit and 
the linear combination of the neighboring О 2p orbitals lower the energy. 
As a result of this, О hole makes a singlet with the Си hole and these local 
singlets can be described by a single band model. The resulting Hamiltonian, 
the so called t-J  model, is the same as the one obtained from single band 
Hubbard model in Î7 >· i limit by canonical transformation or degenerate 
perturbation theory[216,217,218]

H =  < Ç  {(1 “  -  nj,_^) +  h.c.}
< i j > ( T

+ J J 2  Si-Si (39)
<tj>

The last term induces an antiferromagnetic long range order while the hop
ping term destroys this order. When J is small in comparison with t, then the 
kinetic energy is more important than the potential energy and the system 
is a Fermi liquid[219j.

Contraversial point of pda hybridization is the reduction of two band 
model to one band model. Emery and Reiter argued that if a larger Hilbert 
subspace is used the resulting model have different low energy behavior[220].

There are several studies on the mean field theory for the t-J  model. 
Jayaprakash, et al., obtain a phase diagram as a function of t/J and the 
filling factor 6 (defined as the deviation from half filling) [221], As can be 
seen from the diagram for t8 J the system is in a ferro metallic phase 
with long range ferromagnetic order. When t J and S is not too large 
antiferromagnetic insulating phase is the most stable. If S becomes larger 
AF correlations become short ranged and we peiss to an insulating disordered 
spin liquid phase. If tS J the spiral metallic regime is obtained. In this
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Figure 4.11: Phase diagram for t~J model

Mean-field theory gives antiferro, ferro, disordered spin liquid and spiral
phases[221].

phase a long range incommensurate spin order exists. According to this 
mean field theory for spin singlet superconductivity the optimal conditions 
are reached when i ~  J and 6 is intermediate. Therefore, superconductivity 
might be explained by the t—J model. However we should remember that the 
t — J model was obtained from the Hubbard model in the large U limit and 
J =  Thus t/ J =  U/4t 1, namely, t J condition is not satisfied.

Although it is an unsolved problem it is widely accepted that the ground 
state of the nearest neighbor Heisenberg Hamiltonian for square lattice has 
long range order[222,223]. In 1973, Anderson proposed that at least for some 
lattices the spin 1/2 Heisenberg Hamiltonian

if = E
< i j >

(40)

has a ground state different from the Neel state in which the spins axe lined 
up in the arrangement which classical spins would assume [224]. This was the 
first answer to the question: What is the ground state for the spin 1 / 2  antifer- 
romagnet in two or higher dimensions ? In 1931, Bethe showed that for one di
mensional problem the ground state was a liquid like singlet [225]. This state 
is a linear superposition of states made up of singlet pairs (oi{0j — aj/3i)/y/2
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[226]. Anderson showed that in two dimensions for triangular lattice the so 
called RVB state, which had origin in Pauling’s works[227], is nearly 20 % 
lower than the spin wave energy of the Neel state. The theory which is based 
on the assumption that high Tc materials are in the RVB state before doping 
is due to Anderson[2 10 ].

According to RVB theory the ground state is well approximated by the 
ansatz

> =  > (41)

where P  =  II,·( 1  — n,-|n,·;) is the Gutzwiller projection operator which sup
presses all configurations with double occupancies of sites, N is the total 
number of sites and

6  ̂ =  X ) a(fi -  f ) ) 4 4 l  (42)
ij

Thus electrons (or holes) at site i and j  are paired to form a singlet. The 
pairing is weighted by the factor a (fv — Vj) which is analogous to Cooper pair 
wave function. In fact there is a very interesting relation between RVB and 
BCS states[2 10 ]. Dyson showed that since {bty =  0 where bt =  dt ¡. we 
have

1 -f- aj^b\ =  e x p ( a j f 6 p

and therefore.

oc exp E
k

■4 ] | o  > .

(43)

(44)

Here hjf is a parameter to be determined vaxiationaJly. If we apply the oper
ator Pm/2i which projects |^bc75 > on the state with N/2 pairs we obtain

Pn/2\̂ bcs > =  E (45)
ik V

This state is nothing but the RVB ground state. a{f) function used in the 
definition of \̂ RVB >  can have different behaviors. For example, if it is 
independent of the distance between sites i and j  singlets pairs of all lengths 
make important contribution to wave function and we obtain the Princeton 
RVB state [210,219]. In that case spin excitations axe gapless. On the other 
hand short range RVB state is made up of pairs which have exponentially 
decaying amplitudes for increasing separation[228].
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Figure 4.12 shows a possible configuration for nearest neighbor interac
tion. RVB wave function is a superposition of all such configurations.

Figure 4.12: Short range RVB configuration

The line segments show the singlets made up of localized spins (black dots).

The RVB wave function does not show long range order i.e.

lim I < · Sil'^RVB >1 = 0TV—► oo iV
(46)

Anderson pointed out that in this correlated Fermi liquid gapless spin ex
citations may present. These excitations (spinons) have their own Fermi 
surface, called pseudo Fermi surface, which contributes to the experimentally 
observed Pauli like susceptibility of the insulator.

One of the peculiar properties of RVB theory is the separation of charge 
and spin degrees of freedom. The holons, spinless holes, carry the charge 
while the spinons, neutral spins, possesses a spin. Therefore, it is natural to 
think about rewriting the Hamiltonian in terms of charge and spin degrees of 
freedom. One way of doing this is the slave boson technique or the auxiliary 
field method[229]. In this approach four new operators and are
introduced as

c?T =  ef4| +  4 s .i  

=  e ,-4 i-4^ iT

(-47)

(48)

c ’s are the electron operators used in the t-J model. Operators e,·, e|, d,· and 
4  satisfy canonical commutation relations, therefore, they describe bosonic 
excitations, e and d particles are called holons and doublons, respectively.
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ajid obey canonical anticommutation relations and they respectively an
nihilate and create fermionic neutral quasi particles which are called spinons. 
For electron operators to satisfy fermion statistics we should add the following 
constraint

1 =  eje,· + d\di -f- (49)
a

If we rewrite the t-J  Hamiltonian in terms of these new operators we obtain

H =  - t  Y  -  X
< t j > a r <ij>

+  S  - ' ¡( 1  -  « i 'i  -  S (50)

where

is a singlet creation operator. In the transformation we exclude the configura
tions in which there is a doubly occupied site by taking d =  0. We implement 
the constraint by means of Lagrange multipliers A,·. The transformed Hamil
tonian can be solved by means of a mean field approximation. We introduce 
the mean fields <  eje,+i > and <  >. They describe nearest neighbor
hopping processes for holons and spinons, respectively, and we are going to 
assume that they are site independent. We also define the RVB order param
eter A  in analogy to the superconducting gap by A = <  > and write
the mean field Hamiltonian as

(51)
pc

where h and s label holon and spinon, respectively. Here ^’s axe energy 
bands of nearest neighbor tight binding model. After this step we can solve 
the Hamiltonian selfconsistently[230].

It was first proposed by Kivelson, et al.[228] that holons (charged par
ticles) are bosons and spinons (neutral particles) are fermions. Recently, it 
has been suggested by Read and Chakraborty[231] that charge carriers are 
fermions and that spin carriers are bosons. The difference is a result of the 
use of different trial wave function.

A mean field theory for the latter case has been derived by Flensberg, et 
al.[232] using the slave boson approach. They introduce a new set of operators
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by

Cî  — H" (52)

(53)

Here the e’s and d’s are fermions and the s’s are bosons. In order to remain 
in the physical subspace we need the constraint

e,·Cl "t" d” — 1 (54)

This constraint can easily be understood if we remember that e| creates an 
empty i site, d\ creates a doubly occupied i site and creates a spin a 
on site Writing the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the large U limit, namely 
the t-J  model, in terms of these new operators and introducing mean fields 
they obtain phase diagram (Fig. 4.13). Quasiparticle tunneling currents and

Figure 4.13: Phase diagram for fermionic representation 

Ao 7̂  0, which is the necessary condition for RVB state, above the curve[232].

differential conductances have been calculated for both versions of the RVB 
theory. They predict that the conductance curve is asymmetric. This is in 
contrast to recent experiments. Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 4.14, 
there are no peaks on the curve, however tunneling meeisurements show clear 
and reproducible peaks (see for example [115]).

There are some explanations for the nature of coupling mechanism for 
the RVB charge carriers, namely holons. First we might expect that, since 
holons are bosons, they can condense to form a Bose gas. However, this
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c \'/A
Figure 4.14: Tunneling conductance

Dashed (solid) line shows the conductance for the fermionic (bosonic) case[233].

expectation is not true due to the Mermin-Wagner theorem which states that 
in a strictly two dimensional system Bose .condensation does not occur. On 
the other hand considering a weak dispersion in the direction perpendicular to 
copper oxide planes it is possible to show that this 2 +  e dimensional Bose gas 
undergoes a condensation[234]. Wen and Kan start with the single particle 
energy spectrum

i f  =  ¿ ( p l + p?) +  -  ««(P*<i)l (55)
2m ' m*<P'

where d is the interlayer separation and m* is the effective mass of holon in 
the z direction. They show that the free energy of such a gas is the same as 
that of a 2 +  € dimensional Bose gas with

1

where n =  N/V is the density of the holes.

(56)

By flux quantization experiments it has been shown that current carriers 
have charge 2e. Therefore, theories assuming condensation of unpaired holes 
are in contradiction with this fact.

Another approach to the question of transition of RVB material to the 
superconducting phase is due to Wheatley, et al.[235j. They assume that
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holons form Bose Cooper pairs and the attraction is mediated by exchange 
of virtual spinons. They show that two holons can hop from one layer to the 
other if a spinon pair is annihilated in one layer and created in the adjacent 
one. With such a process a kinetic energy gain occurs since holon pairs 
become free to move in a third direction. Let the holon-holon interaction 
term be given by

(57)

The pairing process is the tunneling of a holon pair from one plane to the 
next and the pairing interaction is mediated by spinons. Wheatley, et al.,

>ab

'ob

Holon

Spinon

Figure 4.15: Holon pairing

The vertex A describes the pair hopping process, a and h label neighboring
planes [235].

assume an interaction of the form

|^<9o
0 1̂  > 9o

(58)

Here c and t are constants and 8 is the doping. For weak coupling they 
find that the critical temperature Tc is an increasing function of no, the upper 
limit of holon occupation number in the k-space. If the vertex corresponding 
to the scattering process we mentioned is given by Л then Tc is calculated as

T, =  ( ^ 2по +  1 ) л^ (69)
ln(no  ̂+ 1 )

Therefore, the critical temperature increases with increasing doping. Since, 
Lambda changes with interlayer separation, we observe that Tc is affected by 
changes related to this separation, e.g., pressure and number of copper oxide 
layers per unit cell. This prediction has been justified by experiments.



Chapter 5

SINGLE PARTICLE 
TUNNELING

A special case of tunneling studies for superconductors is single particle 
tunneling. For an isotropic superconductor the conductance curve gives direct 
information about the density of states. As we are going to see, the peak 
position coincides exactly with the position of the edge of the energy gap. 
In the anisotropic case however, the situation is rather complicated. The 
position of peak or peaks in the conductance curve depends on the type of of 
the tunneling, i.e., whether the tunneling is specular or diifuse. The specular 
tunneling is the case in which transverse momentum, i.e. momentum parallel 
to the interface, is conserved. In diffuse tunneling there is no such constraint.

In this chapter, first we are going to review the tunneling theory for 
isotropic superconductors. We then present the formalism and results of some 
calculations for a special case of anisotropy. We axe also going to compare 
the results of anisotropic tunneling experiments with our calculations.

102
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5.1 Theory of Tunneling for NIS Junctions

The single particle tunneling between a normal and a superconducting junc
tion can be calculated from[236]

/  =  4 ,r e 2 | T j,P H  H‘ V + Ef -  ( 1 )

+t,| S(eV -  E( -  ( f M - E c )  -  / ( i f ) ] }

where is the tunneling matrix element, and Ujj axe the so called coher
ence factors which are given by

ul =

Vr  =

b
1 ( 1  -  i i ) .
2  ̂ E^> (2)

and Ea — -f A| are the energy bands for normal and superconducting 
states, respectively. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function is denoted by f .  
Here k labels the Bloch states on the superconducting site and p denotes the 
states on the normal site and T̂  ̂ is the tunneling matrix element for these 
Bloch states. The terms carrying the information about the properties of 
superconducting states are the coherence factors , Dirac delta functions and 
the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions.

The current expression (Eqn. 2) can be derived by meeins of a perturbation 
expansion in terms of tunneling matrix element Let us assume that the 
Hamiltonian of the system is of the form

H — ^2 "h ^2 "I· +  h.c.)
a p

(3)

The first and the second terms axe the Hamiltonians of the right and the left 
sides, respectively. Here, e =   ̂-f /i where p is the chemical potential. In the 
absence of tunneling, the two sides are completely independent and therefore 
{cjf, }  =  0. The assumption made in writing the total Hamiltonian 
H  is that the effects of tunneling can be introduced by adding the term 
Ht =  We also assume that the transition matrix element
depends only on the wave vectors of the initial and final states as can be seen 
from its label.
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The total current I  due to tunneling is defined to be the average value of 
the rate of change of electronic charge on one of the sides. Let us calculate the 
time derivative of the number operator of the left-hand side, Nl =
Then

¿ N l
d t =  i[H,NL\ = i[HT,NL]

and
I{t) =  —e < dNL 

d t
> =  - i e  < [Ht , Nl] >

(4)

(5)

Treating Ht as perturbation, we can expand the above expression in powers 
of Tjf̂ . Ir is sufficient to keep the first term only. Thus we have

J—oo Cl Î
(6)

In this expression, we used the interaction representation in which Ht is 
the interaction. The applied potential V between the sides is introduced by 
equating the difference of the Fermi energies to eV. After some algebra we 
end up with the following expression

m  =  e /_ ~ o o  dt'e(t -  < [A(i), A^(t')] >

(7)

where A{t) =  In Eqn. 7, the terms containing two A ’s or
two A f’s involve tunneling of electron pairs i.e. Josephson effect. However, 
since we are interested in single particle, we shall calculate the current due 
to first two terms only. It is possible to write the single particle tunneling 
current Is in terms of the retarded Green’s function Xret as

Is =  -2Im [Xreti-eV)] (8)
where

Xret(-eV) =  - i  r  d <  [A(i), A+(0)] > (9)J—OO
This integral can be evaluated by means of Matsubara correlation function

X(iu;) =  -  r d r e '·^ ^  <  TrA{T)A\0) >
Jo

=  E 1%-!̂ ^ S  ip)GR{k, ip -  iu) (10)
Arp

where GR(k, r) = <  T ^ >  etc.. The sum over Matsubara frequencies,
which are boson frequencies since the correlation function contains fermion
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operators in paired form, can be calculated by contour integration. The 
expression for Is can be written as

Is =  2 e ^  e)>li,(p, e +  eV)[f(e) -  f{e  +  eV)] ( 1 1 )
kp

Here A ’s are spectral functions (they have nothing to do with the A we used in 
Eqn. 7) which are defined by A{k, e) =  —2ImGret(k, e). Let us assume that 
the right and the left sides are superconducting and normal, respectively. 
Thus the spectral functions eire given by

Ajt(k,e) =  2Tr[û S(e -  Ej;) +  vlS(e +  Ej;)] (12)

=  2nS(e + eV-l^^)  (13)

Substituting into Eqn. 1 1  we obtain Eqn. 2 . We are going to restrict ourselves 
to positive voltages. We also assume that the temperature is zero. The effect 
of finite temperature on normal-insulator-superconductor (NIS) junctions is 
just smoothing of the current and conductance curves. Therefore,

/  =  2xe E  (1 -  ^ j e ( e V  -  -  eV +  E j).
k,f

(14)

We observe that the states near the Fermi surface, have the largest contribu
tion to the current I  in Eqn. 14 because the coherence factor (1 — ^ )  takes 
its largest values in this region of the momentum space. For those states 
far from the Fermi surface the coherence factor is very small. For constant 
Tjf- =  T  and Aj¡ =  A  it is easy to show that the differential conductance is 
given by

d V  \ / eW ^ -A ?  ^
where <Jo =  A‘Kt̂ NnNs\T\'̂ . Here, Nn and N¡ are densities of normal states at 
the Fermi level for the normal and the superconducting sides, respectively. 
In fact the same result can be obtained in a simpler way just by assuming 
that the tunneling current for states in the superconductor at a particular 
energy is proportional to the number of those states. However, Eqn. 2 is more 
general and can be used for problems in which T  and A are not constant. 
The conductivity for an arbitrary gap function is obtained by differenti^.ting 
the current expression. The resulting formula is

= 2 ^  Y :  ( 1  -  + E[)d V kp
(16)

In our calculations we used a modified version of the computer program of 
Schneider et al..
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5.2 Uniaxial Anisotropy

In this section we will calculate the conductance, associated with the 
single particle tunneling, for a gap of the form

Ac =  До +  2Ai cos kzS (17)

where s is the interplanar disteince. This gap is the solution of the gap 
equation for a pairing interaction of the form[237]

(18)

where
9nm ~  9ô nm "t" 9l(.^n,m—l "b n̂,TO+l)·

Here n and m label the conducting planes in the high Tc material. To cal
culate I  we have to determine Unfortunately, this is a rather difficult 
task. However, in some special cases can be approximated by simple
expressions. In the specular tunneling transverse momenta are conserved and 

l^-l^ is given by[238]

-  м т ) (20)

where L and T stand for longitudinal and transverse, respectively. Here P  is 
a prefactor and is a measure of tunneling probability.

If the transverse energy, which can be defined by the effective mass ap
proximation, is small in comparison to the beirrier height, D can be taken 
as

D =  exp(—2  ̂

y/2m*U

2m* (21)

«2 =
nd

where d is the width and U is the height of the barrier. Equation 22 can be 
derived from the WKB approximation. In our calculations we have used the 
values d= 10 A, U= 1 eU and m =  me/. We assumed that the electronic 
structtire can be approximated by the tight binding model. The unit cell 
contains one copper and two oxygen atoms. Then the antibonding band is 
given by

/ l·* n h n (22)=  —E + 2ti\jsm^ +  sin  ̂ +  2¿2 cos k̂ s
куй
Y
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Figure 5 .1 : Fermi surface

The above surfaces have been obtained by solving ky in terms of kx and k̂  from 
= 0. For positive dispersion (<2=0.05, above) the surface has a neck at Ar̂ =0 

while there are two necks at the zone boundaries in the z direction for negative
dispersion (<2 = —0.05, below).

Here —E  is the onsite energy of electrons which we assume to be the same 
for both copper and oxygen sites, is the copper-oxygen hopping matrix 
element. The last term is due to interplanar interaction. Taking E as the 
energy unit, we have used the values <i=0.5 and <2=0.05. The Fermi sur
faces for positive and negative dispersions in the z direction are shown in the 
Fig. 5.1. Neither band structure calculations nor angular resolved photoemis-
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Horizontal axis is the applied voltage in units of E, the onsite energy. The vertical 
cixis shows the conductivity in arbitrary units. The peak is observed at 

0.024 =  0.018 +  2 X 0.003 (¿2=0.05).

sion experiments can determine the sign of the dispersion in the z direction. 
Therefore, we are going to examine both cases. Numerical solutions of the 
gap equation for a band having a similar Fermi surface [237] show that for a 
coupling mechanism for which gi >  0, ¿2 and A i have the same sign. The 
planar part of our band, i.e. the term containing and ky, is different from 
the one used by Schneider et al. in analytical form, but the Fermi surfaces 
are very similar. As we shall see, the details of band structure is not crucial 
for our purposes. The important factor is the shape of the Fermi surface.

We calculated the tunneling conductivity for two particular directions, 
parallel and perpendicular to CuO^ planes. We call these particular type 
of configurations NISPAR and NISPER, respectively. Figure 5.2  shows the 
conductivity for Ao =  0.018 and A j =  0.003 for NISPAR. We see that, the 
peak is observed at Ao +  2Ai. The peak position is the same for NISPER 
with the above gap and band parameters. The results of other configurations 
are summarized in Table 5.1.
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We can explain the positions of the peaks by a simple argument. In the 
calculation of conductivity we perform a sum over constemt energy surfaces 
and the main contribution to this some comes from the states near to Fermi 
surface (Eqn. 16). The second important point is the selection rule of specular 
tunneling. As can be seen from Eqn. 2 2 , there is an exponential factor in the 
tunneling matrix element whidi supresses the states having large transversal 
momenta. Therefore, the states on the Fermi surface do not have the same 
weight in the sum, those having smaller transversal momenta dominate the 
others. For example, consider the above case in which both A i and Î2 are 
positive. Thus we have the Fermi surface shown at the top in Fig. 5.1. For 
NISPAR we should look at this figure from the top (or front) and see the 
states having smallest transversal momenta. Clearly, these states are at the 
center of the valley. Thus, 0 and we mainly observe Ao +  2Ai. A similar 
argument holds for NISPER. In this case we look at the Fermi surface from 
the left (or right). As can be seen from the second line of Table 5.1, NISPAR 
and NISPER peaks are at different positions for negative anisotropy and 
dispersion. We can also explain this observation. For negative dispersion we 
should consider the Fermi surface at the bottom in Fig. 5.1. For NISPAR we 
look at the figure from the top. If the hole at the boundary is not too flat in 
the z direction, as in our case, the minimum transversal momentum is again 
at kz 0̂  0. In the case of NISPER configuration the states at k̂ s ~  ir are 
dominant and that is why we observe the peah at Ai — 2A 2.

In the case of diffuse tunneling, there is no selection rule which supresses 
the states having large transversal momenta. Therefore, the current is de
termined by the number of electrons in the appropriate energy interval, i.e. 
density of states (DOS). DOS for superconducting phase is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
The gap parameters axe A q =  0.10 zind A i =  0.03. We note that the main 
peak of DOS is located at Amax =  A q -|- 2Ai =  0.16. Thus, the peak in 
the conductivity curve of diffuse tunneling is also at A^ax· Apart from some 
small effects, this statement is independent from the tunneling direction.

In addition to the NIS junctions, we calculated the tunneling current and 
conductivity for an SIS junction with a special geometry. In this configura
tion, both sides are high Tc materials. The crystals are oriented in such a way 
that the CUO2 planes of one side are perpendicular to those of the other side. 
This is the geometry used in one of the experiments which we will mention
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Figure 5.3: Density of states for an anisotropic superconductor

in the next section. Assuming specular tunneling, we calculated the single 
particle tunneling current and obtained the curve shown in Fig. 5.4. Here we 
took ¿2 to be negative. Since A q =  0.009 and Ai =  0.003, the three vertical 
lines at 0.006, 0.018 and 0.030 correspond to 2Amin =  2 (A q — 2A i), 2Aq and 
2Amaar =  2 (Ao +  2A i), respectively. We see that, at A q, the curvatire changes 
from positive to negative. When we calculate the conductivity, we get a peak 
at this point. This result can be explained by noting that the effective gaps
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for superconductors are A^,„ for one side and Amax for the other. For an SIS 
junction at zero temperature, the gap observed in the conductivity curve is 
the addition of the gaps of two sides. Then, conductivity peak is located at 
Amin Amax ~  2A q.

5.3 Experiment

Our calculations predict a flat background for the tunneling conductance 
curve while in experiments increasing or decreasing backgrounds are observed. 
In point contact tunneling studies it has been found that behavior of con
ductance curve at high voltages depends on junction resistance. For large 
(small) junction resistance conductivity is an increasing (decreasing) func
tion of voltage[239]. Thus background behavior is not an intrinsic feature of 
superconducting state.

We will concentrate on two experiments: cryogenically cleaved 
YBa2Cu307-s fllm measurements by Tsai, et al.[115] and point contact tun
neling spectroscopy studies on BÍ2Sr2CaCu20s single crystals by Briceno 
and Zettl[136].

Tsai, et al.[115] grow YBa2Cuz0 7s  Aims of thickness 100-300 nm on 
SrTiOz subtrates by ion beam sputtering. Films grown in the ( 1 1 0 ) direc
tion were broken along (0 0 1) plane to make tunneling surface perpendicu
lar to the Cu02 plane. The same films broken along the (110) plane were 
used for tunneling studies parallel to planes. After the preparation of the 
surface a Pb electrode is brought close to the broken film edge. Figure 5.5 
shows the tunneling conductance for those junctions. The topmost one corre
sponds superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) junction. The other 
two plots show results of NIS mezisurements. Comparing these two graphs 
we see that the voltage at which anomaly is observed is larger for tunneling 
parallel to planes.

Briceno and Zettle[136] performed electron tunneling experiments on sin
gle crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu20s using point contact method. They formed 
NIS junctions and measured the tunneling resistivity. Figure 5.6 shows the 
results for tunneling into ab plane and into the c axis of BÍ2Sr2CaCu20 s-
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Figure 5.5: Tunneling spectroscopy for 1-2-3 

This figure is taken from reference [115].
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Figure 5.6: Tunneling spectroscopy for BÍ2122

This figure is taken from reference [136].

For tunneling parallel to Cu02 layers they find an anomaly, a local resistiv- 
ity(conductivity) minimum(maximum) around Aab=22.5 meV. They also 
observe that the temperature dependence of the gap agrees with the BCS 
relation. In the case of tunneling perpendicular to layers, two peales are ob
served. Briceno and Zettl performed an SIS measurement in which Cu02 
planes of the two sides are perpendicular to each other. Using their SIS junc
tion measurements, in which they found a peak at Ao& +  Ac =  35meU , the 
authors identify the smaller one ( 1 2  meV) as Ac. The peak at 20 meV is 
close to but smaller than Aab and the authors propose that it can be due to 
multiple junction formed at the interface in different directions or voltage de
pendence of current direction or space dependent gap function. One possible 
explanation of this peale is provided by two band model [240]. Since there are 
two Cu0 2 layers per unit cell, it is possible to observe splitting of bands in 
the c direction. Therefore, there can be two different bands providing elec
trons. In such a case the density of states has two peaks[241]. Apart from 
this unexpected peak the results of Briceno and Zettl agree with thosfe Tsai 
et al. : the gap is anisotropic and the value measured in the direction par
allel to Cu02 layers is larger than the one along the perpendicular direction. 
This result is in contradiction with the above calculations which predict the 
positions of the peaks in the opposite order. As long as we have the condition
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NISPAR NISPER
/̂ 1 ^ 0, ¿2 ^ 0 ^0 2Ẑ x Aq "I" 2^1

<  0, ¿2 0 ^0  “I" 2^x ziio — 2ẑ x
^x > 0, ¿2 0 ^0 “l· 2^x A q — 2Ax
^x <C 0, ¿2 ^ 0 ^0 “h 2/̂ x Aq 2^x

Table 5.1: NISPAR and NISPER peaks

In the above calculations we assumed that a = s, however the results are not 
changed as long as s is of the oder of a.

that ¿2 and Ax have the same sign, we can not obtain the results observed in 
the experiments. On the other hand, if we assume for a while that Ax >  0 
and <2 <  0 for NISPAR, we see the peak at A q +  2 Ax and NISPAR peak is at 
Ao — 2Ax. This result, which we obtained by numerical calculations, can also 
be explained by constant energy surface and minimum transversal momentum 
arguments. Table 5.1 shows all possible Ax and <2 pairs and corresponding 
peaks for NISPAR and NISPER. Schneider, et al.[237] also calculated diffuse 
tunneling conductance but they found that NISPER peak is always placed 
at a voltage greater or equal to that of NISPAR peak.

In summary, the model Hamiltonian having an interaction term given by 
Eqn. 18 can not explain the observed tunneling spectra of NIS junctions of 
high Tc materials. One possible explanation of observed data is to assume 
a gap having planar anisotropy of the form A(^) =  Ao +  2Ax(cosfexa +  
cos fcj,a)[242]. In this case the interaction term is given by V(k — P) =  
go +  2^x(cos k^a cos k'̂ a +  cos ky cos kyO). If one assumes that NISPER is spec
ular while NISPAR is diffuse, the peak positions axe at the correct order. For 
diffuse tunneling there is no restriction on the transverse momenta and there
fore the determining factor is density of states. However, strict assumptions 
(planar anisotropy, specular NISPER, diffuse NISPAR) of this calculation, 
double peak structures observed by Briceno and Zettl for several s^ p les  
and two layers per unit cell structure of these materials force us for further 
study on this subject. Two band superconductivity is a possible model to 
understand the physics of these materials.
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Conclusions

We can classify the studies for the theoretical understanding of high Tc 
superconductivity into two main groups. The first one contains the theories 
which starts with a mechanism for superconductivity and try to explain some 
of the experimental results. The studies in the second group do not put 
propose a mechanism but they concentrate on certain experiments. The aim 
is to understand the observations, and get some idea about the nature of the 
superconducting state. The calculations presented in this thesis fall into the 
second group. We found that one band model of BCS type superconductivity 
is not enough to explain the present results of tunneling experiments on high 
Tc superconductors.

Our calculations show the effects of anisotropy on the single particle tun
neling conductivity. We see that the peak observed in the conductivity curve 
does not always coincide with the peak of density of states. Its position 
is determined by the shape of the Fermi surface. For specular tunneling, 
the exponential weighting factor imposes a selection rule so that the states 
having minimum transversal momenta are probed and the observed peak is 
nothing but the value of the gap for those pzurticular states. This peak may 
not coincide with the peak of density of states which is always located at 
Amo®· Another effect of anisotropy is that the sharp square root singularity 
disappears. Since there is no single gap value, conductivity curves start from 
Amin smoothly.

115
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In summary, there are some inconsistencies between theoretical predic
tions and experimented results. A different form of gap might explain the 
observed data. The inconsistency may be due to the ineffectiveness of one 
band model of superconductivity or breakdown of BCS type theory. However, 
there are inconsistencies among the experimental results, too. Thus, we axe 
still at an early stage to understand the physics of high Tg superconductors.
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